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Outside forces bring changes to College
Vatican orders mandates for
theology teachers

New review body established
by federal act

by Cynthia Burkhead------------------------------

by Cynthia Burkhead

The prevailing consideration arising from
Ex Corde Ecclesiae, or the Apostolic
Constitution of the Supreme Pontiff, is the
autonomy of the American Catholic college.
The document, delivered by John Paul II in
August of 1990, seeks clarification of 1983
New Code of Canon Law requirements by
establishing general norms to be followed
by Catholic colleges and universities. By
November of 1994, ordinances outlining
the manner in which the norms will be
followed must be in place. By adhering to
the ordinances in their current language,
American Catholic institutions of higher
education risk both the loss academic
freedom, and legal susceptibility.
Accord! ng to President Meneve Dunham,
the College already fulfills that part of Ex
Corde Ecclesiae which defines the identity
and mission of Catholic colleges and uni
versities. Of most concern to the College is
Article 4 of the General Norms. This sec
tion addresses the Church’s mandate re
quired for Catholic teachers of theology.
The mandate is elaborated on in a list of
eight proposed ordinances, drafted by a
committee of the National Conference of
Catholic Bishops in consultation with eight
Catholic college and university presidents.
These ordinances state that the mandate
will be granted by “the competent ecclesi
astical authority,’’ which in FC’s case is the
Archbishop, and that the theology teacher
will request the mandate at the invitation of
the bishop.
Requiring a mandate for already tenured
instructors results in negative implications
for the College. Dr. Dunham states that,
“Internal governance, rank and tenure, is
clearly established, and if any tenured fac

ulty member is told by the Archbishop they
can no longer teach, that faculty member
has a complaint against the college.” Also,
there are no specified criteria for receiving
a mandate. As the ordinances currently
stand, each ecclesiastical authority can grant
or refuse a mandate to a theology teacher
based on their own set of criteria. A further
problem exists in the ordinances, according
to Dunham, because, “the initiative is placed
on the individual to seek the mandate, but it
doesn’t say what will happen if the individual
doesn’t seek it.”
The American Association of Catholic
Colleges and Universities (AACCU) met in
the fal 1 to draft comments on the ordinances,
and these comments were submitted to the
National Conference of Catholic Bishops.
On December 16, 1993, the committee of
Bishops met again with the college and
university presidents. While Dr. Dunham,
who was present, “found it to be a very good
meeting,” the institutional heads were in
formed that the Vatican is requiring the
ordinances to be in place by November,
1994, including the mandate from the local
ordinary. Out of a January, 1994 conference
of the AACCU, recommendations were
generated for the Conference of Bishops
which included extending the November
1994 deadline, and the placing of more
expertise at the advisory level of the ordi
nance committee. Currently, only the
Bishops on the committee have a vote. The
advisory level consists mainly of the college
and university presidents.
Final ordinances will be sent from the
committee to the bishops as a whole, and
then sent to Rome for approval or modifi
cations.

Tales from the Fontbanner
Crypt
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Nothing Really Official
Except the Headgear
Jo Ann Knllenberger

When this article appears in
print, a miracle equal to that tak
ing place at Notre Dame will have
been realized here. Fontbonne will
have witnessed its first football
game. Either juniors or seniors
will be revelling in victory, some
one will be limping, the library
fund will be a little larger, and
surely both classes will be chuck
ling over all that went into the
game — the planning, the public
ity and especially the practices.
To insure victory, juniors began
to toughen up on Sunday afternoon,
November 1. Giving up post-Halloween naps, trips to the zoo and
Trends’ notes, they assembled on
FBC’s new-found football field be
hind St. Joe's Hall. There were
only a few helmets on the field.
Shoulder and knee pads were
abandoned in favor of cut-offs

(except by a few very lady-like
ladies who preferred The Dottie
Reichert Special — a long skirt),
and sweat shirts and breezy white
flags flopping from hip pockets.
Beginning with “skull practice”
(Mr. Overkainp outlined four very
complex plays — very psycholog
ical in their approach: sublimate
the seniors), the girls stumbled
through calisthenics and a short
mock game.
The seniors waited until the
following Wednesday to begin their
workouts. Staggering from mid
semesters to the field, they dazedly
followed Mr. Shaw’s directions.
"Deflate and depress the juniors,”
was Mr. Shaw’s economic approach
to the game. When finally they
began to catch the terminology,
practice ended. Confident of vic
tory, the seniors decided to go
home and clean up for the dance.
After all, attracting male spec
tators was important, too.
Game Cancelled Due To Bain

As a result of the Higher Education Act
of 1992, SPRE, or the State Post Secondary
Review Entity, will be areality for Fontbonne
College. How great a reality SPRE will be
is an issue that has not been settled.
The Education Act, culminating from
federal concerns over increasing educational
loan default rates, mandates that each state
establish a SPRE. Together with the U.S.
Department of Education and the applicable
accrediting agency, the SPRE becomes the
third arm of a triad whose purpose is to
oversee program integrity in American post
secondary institutions. On August 27,1993,
Governor Mel Carnahan appointed the Co
ordinating Board for Higher Education as
the State of Missouri SPRE.
Concern over the creation of SPRE’s is
primarily directed at the possibility of an
added institutional burden in dealing with
two broad accrediting agencies. NCA, or
the North Central Accrediting Agency, is
the agency which currently reviews
Fontbonne for accreditation. According to
Sr. Joan Lescinski, Vice President and Dean
for Academic Affairs, undergoing an addi
tional wide-ranging review process, such as
the College does with NCA, is the focus of
concern for FC. “Our conclusion was that
the regulatory burden could be quite sub
stantial, especially in small, private institu
tions such as our own.” Additionally, there
is the apprehension that new regulatory
burdens placed on current accrediting agen
cies by the Federal government may dilute

the original intention of accreditation, to
review academic integrity, mission integ
rity, and fiscal stability.
Fontbonne’s concerns are being ad
dressed in meetings at the state level and
with NCA. The College’s representatives
to this meetings have included Dean
Lescinski, Gary Zack-Vice President for
EnrollmentandStudent Affairs, Dr. Meneve
Dunham-FC President, Susan Dunton-As
sociate Academic Dean, and Sr. Mary Carol
An th, Assistant Academic Dean. At these
meetings, representatives have used the
“comment period” as an attempt to make
sure the final regulations for the SPREs are
as focused on the loan default issue as
possible, and not spread out to create a
second round of full accreditation. In order
to avoid duplicating the woik of the NCA,
the suggestion has been made to use the
accreditation material created for NCA to
satisfy SPRE regulations which do not fo
cus on loan defaults.
•According to Dean Lescinski, ‘There
seems to be an acknowledgment on the
federal and state level that they need to scale
back the regulatory burden that might be
placed on the accrediting agency and the
institutions.”
An additional consideration is what
should trigger the SPRE review. There is a
suggestion that fiscal and default issues
should precipitate the review. FC, carrying
a very low default rate, would be in no
danger of drawing a review based on current
standards.

Science Academy presents
genetic engineering
by Melissa Stewart------------------------------- --------------------------------------With the goal of increasing public
awareness and understanding, the Depart
ment of Biological and Physical Sciences,
along with the Fontbonne Science Academy,
hosed a series of seminars entitled “Genetic
Engineering: Not Just for Scientists.” The
seminars were held on February 9 and March
9 in the Library Lewis Room and featured
two keynote speakers.
Dr. Eric Green, who spoke at the first

seminar, is from the Department of Genet
ics at Washington University Medical
Center. Marcia Vincent, the second speaker,
is a researcher at Monsanto.
Green and his department are essential
factors in the Human Genome Project, which
is the mapping of chromosomes for the
entire human organism. In looking at DNA

Continued on page 5

Hunt for new president begins
Selection committee initiates process
by Lisa Patton -------- —-------------------------------------- -------------------------------A ten member commitee has been se
lected to assist in the search for Dr. Meneve
Dunham’s replacement. The committee
includes five members of the Board of
Trustees, a representative from the Sisters
of St. Joseph - St. Louis Province, two
faculty members, a staff member and a
student. The trustee members are Ruth
Stroble, Thomas Hogan, Daniel Human,
Mary Catherine O’Gorman, CSJ, and VanLear Black III. Sr. Elizabeth Deutsch, CSJ
serves as a liason between the Sisters of St.
Joseph—St. Louis Province and the college.
Faculty and staff members are Dr. Mary
Abkemeier, Professor of Mathematics/
Computer Science, Dr. Janie von Wolfseck,
Chair of Communication Disorders De
partment, and Gary Zack, Vice-President
for Enrollment Management and Student

Affairs. The student member is Kevin
Walsh, a junior Secondary Education/History major. Stroble has been named chair
person of the committee.
The members have begun their process
by meeting with faculty, students and staff
to discuss concerns and the qualities these
groups wish to see in the new president.
Some members of the committee met with
the faculty on February 23, while others met
with the staff on February 25. Students
received an opportunity to voice their
thoughts to the committee on March 11. On
March 18 the search committee will listen
to presentations by three companies who
specialize in searching for presidents and
chancellors. One of these companies will
be hired to conduct the search with the help
of the search committee.
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Oppression subject of break day
by Melissa Stewart
While most students enjoyed a Monday
away from classes, a group of about 20
students, faculty, and administrators con
gregated in the AMC on break day, Febru
ary 21. For four hours, these people attended
a workshop on oppression, which is the
exercise ofauthonty or power in a cruel or
unjust manner.
Kathy Humphrey, the Associate Direc
tor of Housing at Central Missouri State, led
the workshop with her husband, Lyle. She
teaches a class entitled Cultural Diversity at
Central, and is often asked to speak at other
schools.
The workshop was concerned with the
oppression of minorities. Rosemary
Connell, CSJ, and the students were divided
into three groups and were asked to build
communities in 45 minutes, following a
few guidelines. Carla Hickman, Gary Zack,
JoSchnellmann, Randi Wilson, Ruth Yates,
CSJ, Lyle, and Kathy were the oppressors.
Their roles were: judge, banker, police,
refreshment lady, reporter, jailor, and
building permit official.
Early on, it became evident that the red
group, of the smallest number and largest
area, held the majority of those in charge;
they were the elite. The other groups, the
minorities, had to endure many hardships
and suppress outrage at the unjust treatment
by the others, especially the police. The
yellow group was forced to buy a newspa
per for $75 and if they wanted a soda from
the refreshment lady, it would cost $50.
Police berated the blue and yellow groups
by saying they were lazy smart-mouths, and
the officers threw litter into the communi
ties and told them to pick up their garbage.
The officers also stole money from both
groups and gave it to the red one.
Among the rules, upheld by all but the
red group, were obeying the police at all
times, staying strictly within the boundaries
of one's community, and walking on the
streets, which were as wide as a man's shoe,

without stepping on any community bound
aries. Even more oppressing was the rule
that no more than two people from the
group could be out of the community at the
same time; it was difficult for the groups to
accomplish construction when members
who left the community were often impris
oned and held the group's money.
Following the community construction,
a discussion of oppression helped to vent
many frustrations and express sympathy for
minority groups. Christy Graney said, “We
were labeled the whole lime...this blue group
is lazy and so on, but we really weren’t.
They took every opportunity away from us;
there was nothing we could do.” Kathy
related this to the real world of oppression:
“This is not just a black minority thing. It
can happen to anybody at any time. For so
many people, this is a way of life. Our
society has some stereotypes about
‘beauty.’” Kathy defined ‘beauty’ as the
way society views the advantages of certain
groups over others.
As the discussion continued on into the
afternoon, a larger crowd happened into the
AMC to join in the talk and perform another
exercise. Kathy divided the people into
groups and ordered them to write down as
many stereotypes that they could think of
about different social groups. These groups
consisted of “Asians, blacks, Hispanics,
gays, and whites.” When finished, the crowd
could see how these labels may seem aporopriate for some and not for others, but Kathy
showed how destructive it is to label. One
African American student said that the dif
ferences between blacks and whites go be
yond mere physical appearance: “We like
this kind of food, and they don’t, and vice
versa.” Kathy retorted, “You like chitlins?
No? Well, I love ‘em! Does that make me
any more African-American than you?
Certainly not. Sure we’re different, but
we’re all human beings.”

Admissions Department
takes on new territory

by Angie Eiler--------------------------------------- —----------------------- _-----------As they sat listening to ad
mission
representatives
Suzanne Klein and Julia
Simpson, high school students
from the Memphis, Tennes
see area became increasingly
aware of a quickly growing
liberal arts college 250 miles
from home: Fontbonne Col
lege. On February 25, two
admission representatives,
three students, and one mem
ber of the faculty traveled to
Memphis to host a reception
for prospective students. "This
event opened new avenues for
Fontbonne College in the Memphis terri
tory and gave name recognition to our rap
idly growing school,” said Julia Simpson,
assistant director of admissions.
Peggy Musen, director of admissions,
explained, “The admissions office is hard at
work to inform prospective college stu
dents about Fontbonne and explain die per
sonal attention that Fontbonne College of
fers.” The admissions office is using tradi
tional methods such as college fairs where
the students must approach the college.
They are also using telemarketing. This lets
prospective students learn more about the
college from Fontbonne students and staff
and offers personal attention that may not
come from other schools.
A recent St.Louis Post Dispatch article
stated that college enrollment in Illinois has
increased while Missouri schools have seen
their numbers dwindle.
However,
Fontbonne College’s present enrollment
situation differs from that norm. Along
with the efforts by the admissions team to
increase enrollment, new attractions may
account for growing interest to Fontbonne
College.
The Dunham Student Activity Center,
the newly renovated Arnold Memorial
Center, additional sports teams, and the

Keefe addresses future of
December graduates
by Dinah Shackleford___________________________ ___
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“Earn the appreciation of honest critics.
Endure the betrayal of false friends, appre
ciate beauty and find the best in others.”
These were words of wisdom spoken by
journalist Anne Keefe as she addressed
FC’s first December Commencement, held
on December 17.
Speaking to excited graduates in the
Dunham Student Activity Center, Keefe
told ow how she set her goals and how she
reached them through a little effort and hard
work. Keefe, who recently left KMOX
radio after 17 years as host of “At Your
Service,” is best known for generating in
telligent, thought provoking conversation.
Keefe can now be seen in a new, half-hour
program titled, “Conversations with Anne
Keefe," which airs Wednesday nights at
7:30 on KETC Channel 9. Her new show
will focus on people. “Each show will be
devoted to one special guest in a one-on-one
format,” Keefe said.
The enthusiastic audience was relatively
large and responded well to the College’s
1993-94 graduating class. Applause and
cheers from family land friends echoed
throughout the Activity Center as each
graduate’s name was announced by Dr.
Joan Lescinski, Vice President and Dean of
Academic Affairs. It was a magical mo
ment with an atmosphere filled with pride,
achievement, and great anticipation.
Graduates were glowing. “This is the third
best feeling in the world! The first is getting
married, and the second is having your first
child,” reflected business graduate Keidra
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OPTIONS program have all contributed to
the growth of the campus. “As a 1989
graduate of Fontbonne College, I have seen
many changes and am impressed with the
growth,’’said Julia Simpson.
Fontbonne offers students various op
portunities to receive scholarships. Stu
dents may compete for scholarships recog
nizing their talents and services, not only
academics. Additionally .eighty five percent
of all students receive some kind or finan
cial aid.
The student teacher ration of 1 to 12
allows the teacher more time to spend with
students. The faculty also tries to offer
students hands on experiences on and off
campus. “I like the small school atmo
sphere, we have the opportunity to take the
students off campus to clothing factories
and fashion shows to get a glimpse of what
lies ahead,” said Lynn Wasson, a professor
in the Human Environmental Sciences Dept.
Students leaving campus for further study
or to begin a working career will already
have exposure in the business community.
The work of the admissions office,
physical appearance of the campus, and
new programs are helping in Fontbonne’s
continued growth and recognition.

King.
Keefe discussed her family and upbring
ing with the audience. She said she learned
about the commandments in school, and
she learned the Beatitudes while at home.
Family is very important to Anne Keefe.
She is a devoted mother of six. “The first
and most important thing in my life has
never been my career; my biggest job was
my children. I enjoyed my children,” Keefe
stated proudly. Keefe quoted several Beati
tude passages. “Blessed are the peacemak
ers for they shall be called the children of
God. Peacemakers aren’t popular because
people love to hate,” Keefe said. She referred
to Rudyard Kipling’s “If’, and told gradu
ates not to lose their sense of humor.
“Emerson says, success is to laugh often
and much. Don’t lose your sense of humor
about yourself, your job, or your children.
Keep yourself agile enough to keep learn
ing and thinking. If you pursue these val
ues, you will find happiness in the world,”
she stated.
FC graduates weren’t the only ones to
receive degrees that night. President Meneve
Dunham proudly presented Anne Keefe
with an honorary degree.
Keefe closed by wishing graduates well
on their journey. “You land I have some
thing in common. We’re both starting out
on a new voyage. I wish I were where you
are today.”
The evening ended as the new graduates
joined their loved ones for a reception in the
Alumni Caf.
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Retiring Sister proud of
involvement at college

by Angie Eiler —------------------------------------------------------------_________

of her time training and teach
ing Fontbonne students at St.
Joseph’s Institute for the Deaf.
Ja
Sr. James
has also organized
hands-on training programs for
deaf education majors that be
gin in the students’ sophomore
year and end with their gradua
tion, after 700 hours of training.
In addition, Sr. James has built
the program so graduates re
ceive certification in both deaf
and secondary education, a facet
of the program that she is very
proud of.
Sr. James is also proud of the
oral philosophy that Fontbonne
supports in teaching the deaf
students at the Institute. This
philosophy promotes the idea
that the student should use the
hearing they have and learn to
lip-read. This method of teach
ing helps the deaf student to
better communicate with hear
ing members of society, and
gives deaf students the oppor
tunity to be mainstreamed into
schools other than those for the
Sr. James said that her time at
Fontbonne has been “challeng. . u e
ing an<i rewarding.” After reCr i
th w
/
by
tirement, she plans on spending
Sr. Lorene works with deaf education students her time working in thrift stores
and food pantries, to help the
Sister James Lorene, a prominent mem
poor. Sr.Jameshasalways helped others—
ber of the deaf education program at
Fontbonne deaf education majors, deaf stu
Fontbonne, has announced her retirement.
dents at St. Joseph’s Institute — and now,
Sr. James has been involved in teaching
the poor. Fontbonne has lost a special
deaf education for approximately fifty years
member of our faculty, and she will surely
- thirty years at Fontbonne - spending much
be missed.

Campus mesmerized
by Eric Meyer ---------------------------------------------------------------------- - —-----Hypnotist Frederick Winters started
his show with the disclaimer “People are
fully aware of their environment when
they are hypnotised.” He assured the
audience that any volunteers would not
reveal their deepest, darkest secrets and
will not do anytning against their will. A
collective sigh passed through the audi
ence gathered in the Caf’ on February 9
for the lunchtime event. After several
experiments with the audience, the call
for volunteers was sounded and seven
teen somewhat skeptical, somewhat leery
undergrads stepped up to the stage. The
several minutes that Followed were just
this side of erotic (which makes one
wonder how true relaxation is attained);
just a deep voice, laced with a calming
influence and a darkened room and
mellow background drums. One in the
audience got the feel of going into a
trance themselves.
When Mr. Winters was satisfied that
everyone on stage was under his influ
ence. he asked the participants to lock
their hands together. No matter what they
did, he told them, they could not pull them
apart. And damned if they couldn’t. No
matter what they tried, no one could pull
apart his or her hands. And the more noise
the audience made, the tighter their hands
became. A similar suggestion was made
about their arms, which became unbend
able metal rods.
The volunteers were then transported to
a beach, where it became excrutiatingly
wann (one person took off his sweater).
Lying on the beach, it was amusing to
watch the lolled heads of the males jerk up
when Mr. Winters pointed out the “hot
babe on the beach,” and the “hot guy” that
followed got similar responses from the
female volunteers. Immediately, they were
transported back to the frozen Midwest and
the stage huddled together for warmth. Mr.
Winters evoked an obscene smell for each
member on stage that emanated from their
neighbor, and the looks on the faces were
unforgettably, unbelievably contorted. He

took them on a roller coaster, a log ride,
regressing them to childhood. As children
he took them to a petting zoo, asking them
their favorite cartoon, favorite cereal, and
favorite noise. The audience became naked
for the participants, then the participants for
the audience. They were transported to Hol
lywood and a Club MTV set, and danced
"for the camera.” Mr. Winters couldn’t
leave, of course, without leaving a post
hypnotic suggestion: when he would say
“Happy New Year,” the volunteers would
yell “Go Griffins!” One member of the
stage was walking behind me when the
suggestion was triggered and he yelled “Go
Grinins.” Immediately, he turned around
and asked, “What the (explictive deleted)
did 1 just say?”
Without a doubt, Frederick Winters is a
highly talented and entertaining performer.
We can only hope he comes back for a
repeat performance. In fact, I have this
unbelievable urge to call him this very mo
ment...

FC taps into a world of beer
by Susan LaBombard ________________________________________
Pilsners, porters, bocks, and ales
were among the 65 imported and
microbrewed beers featured at the
Fontbonne Alumni Association’s
first annual beer tasting, “Taste a
World of Beers,” on Sunday, Febru
ary 20. More than 225 people (of
legal drinking age, of course) students, parents, alumni, and friends
- broadened their horizons with beer
samples from California to Vermont
and Australia to Germany.
Micro-brewed beers have expe
rienced enormous growth in popu
larity in recent years, according to
Kevin Higgins in the October 25,
1993 Global Marketing Report.
“Regional
breweries,
microbreweries, and brew pubs share
6.2% of the market with imports,”
Higgins says. Butthe specialty beers
are the fastest growing and most
profitable segment,” with 41%
growth in 1992.
The Saint Louis Brewery and Tap
Room, St. Louis’ only microbrewery,
was the site for the tasting. Guests
were able to experience the pub-like
atmosphere of a microbrewery while
tasting more than 24 microbrewed
beers from around the United States.
In addition, they had the opportunity
to taste the difference between the fresh
beers hand-crafted at the Brewery and
bottled beers imported from other regions.
And how were the beers? Ron Graef, a
Fontbonne OPTIONS student exclaimed,
“Everything was great except the Wood
chuck!” Woodchuck Amber, brewed in
Cavendish, Vermont, was too sweet for
Graef, but was one of Ed Reggi’s favorites.
Reggi, who in May will be one of
Fontbonne’s newest alums, described the
Woodchuck Amber as being “like an apple
cider wine almost . . . I’m not a beer
drinker,” Reggi explained. Like many other
guests, Reggi enjoyed Zima, a new clear
malt beverage which will debut in St. Louis
this month.
Zima, the most unusual beverage offered,
and the one which elicited the most inter
esting comments, is a light, carbonated al
coholic alternative to beer, wine, and mixed
drinks. Brewed like a beer with barley,
yeast, and hops, Zima “tastes like a gin and
tonic,” Elaine Brzezinski observed.
With complimentary signature pilsner
glasses in hand, guests and volunteers alike
sampled beers, bratwurst, and Gus’ pretzels
as honorary co-chairs, Wendy Wiese ’84
and Mary Ellen Owens ’91 announced
winners of several raffle drawings. Included
in the raffle prizes were pilsner glass sets,
U.S. Senate beer mugs, tee shirts, a bushel
of beers, and a night at a bed and breakfast.
The raffle drawings enhanced the festive
atmosphere and the success of the event.
According to Lucy GriesedieckNile ‘80,
chair of the event, Fontbonne’s inaugural
tasting was a big success. “Not only did we
have fun while raising funds for the CoL
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lege, we also found it was a great way for
students, parents, and alumni of all ages to
interact - especially those who volun
teered.”
“Not being in touch with the current
environment at Fontbonne,” Margaret Roth
Wester ‘80 said, “my husband and I were
impressed with the Fontbonne students [with
whom they volunteered]. They were a great
group!” And Sarah Walsh, a Fontbonne
sophomore, was as impressed with the
alumni volunteers. “I was surprised at how
involved they are. I never realized after
graduation how involved you can be.”
The tasting attracted a wide variety of
people. Graef commented, “You never
know who you’ll meet.” Graef’s colleague
and comrade in tasting, Steve Murphy, a
native of County Wicklow, Ireland, was
pleased to meet fellow Ireland natives,
Lourde and Michael Coady. Mr. Coady, a
Fontbonne parent who did not expect to
meet anybody from Ireland exclaimed, ‘ That
was absolutely fantastic! We plan to have
him [Murphy] for dinner.”
With a diverse collection of beers and
people, Fontbonne’s beer tasting indeed
was a success. Barbara Watson of the Saint
Louis Brewery stated, “This event was even
more successful” than others hosted by
veterans who have been “doing wine and
beertastings for years.” The Fontbonne
volunteers, who Watson described as some
of the best she has ever worked with, deservedmuchcredit,Nileemphasized. “They
were real troopers,” she said.
So, can a sequel to ‘Taste a World of
Beers” be expected? “Stay tuned!” says
Nile.

Communications Disorders
department gives papers
by Melissa Stewart---------------------- —_________________________
Students and faculty of the Communica
tion Disorders (CD) department presented
their research on various disorders at the
Missouri Speech and Hearing Convention
on March 3-5. This year’s convention, with
an attendance of nearly 1500, was open to
students for the first time. FC’s CD faculty
were very proud at the number of students
participating in this event; FC presented
more papers and posters than in other school
in the area.
Student participants and their studies
included: Leonia Anderson - Personality
RatingsBased on Gender and Voice Quality;
Kelly McKillip and Faith Waxman, M.S. Enhancing Language in an Inclusive Pre
school; Carol Seligman, M.A. - Evaluating
the Success of Pharyngeal Flap Surgery;
Leslie McGilligan and Julie Schmidt - A

Study of Preadolescent Fundamental Fre
quency; Ann Stroud - Smoking Effects on
Pitch and Perceived Roughness; Gail Kathe
- The Relationship Between Age and SFF;
Gail Kathe and Gayle Santucci, Ph.D. - A
Local Study of ALDs and ADA Compli
ance.
Faculty participation included: Dr.
Marlene B. Salas-Provance - Syllable
Structures of Toddlers with Cleft Palate,
Medical and Clinical Perspective for
Treating VPI, Evaluating the Success of
Pharyngeal Flap Surgery; Tanya Welch
and Dr. Marlene Salas Provance - The Re
lationship between Age and SFF; Dr. Janie
Von Wolfseck - Counseling Skills: Active
Listening.
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A Fonttribute
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by Valerie Schremp
When I first came to Fontbonne last August, like many freshmen it took awhile to find
my niche among the numbers. Perhaps you recall seeing a distraught, short girl with an
uncombed bob wandering around campus, frantically asking passers-by, “Have you seen
my niche?” Well, that was me. And happily, I’ve found that niche—in Ryan 414 the
Fontbanner office.
’
And I’m sure many of you have stayed awake nights, hopelessly tossing and turning and
then semi-consciously drooling onto your pillow, wondering, “Just WHAT is the deal with
those Fontbanner people? Just how DO they produce the miracle of a paper they produce?
Just WHERE do they operate?” This very column will answer those questions and will
serve as a guide for those folks (like you!) who are absolutely dying to be like me. Yes you
too, if only for the short while it takes to halfheartedly skim this column, can be a part of
the magical, mystical, Fontbanner experience.
Jo be a part of the whole Fontbanner thing, you may, though it’s not entirely necessary
sign up for EN 208, Newspaper Workshop. You can either take this class for one, two or
three hours, depending on how many articles you think it’ll take to amaze and delight your
friends. Then, if you can’t catch the Ryan elevator, which for some mysterious reason has
lately emitted the aroma of old sauerkraut, you must trek up all eighty million steep steps
to the fourth floor and pant like a rabid Chihuahua in the process. Don’t be alarmed if you
encounter blasted Charlie Parker music or stale Camel cigarette smoke wafting through the
open transom above the Fontbanner office door. If you haven’t yet been bequeathed a key
by our gracious moderator Dr. Jason Sommer, knock and surely a friendly Fontbanner
staff member will lovingly scream, “WHAT DO YOU WANT?’’ Then we’ll stomp over
and fling open the door.
fry not to be overwhelmed by our Fontbanner journalistic spectacle. Movie posters
featuring, Wayne, Garth, Dracula, and Steve Martin grace the Fontbanner office walls An
ever-churning Bunn Pour-o-matic coffee maker sits on a table next to the black mini-fridge
flecked with glow-in-the-dark paint. Signs made from the Macintosh hang on the storage
closet door via small globs of Prostik Adhesive Paper Wax. Two four-drawer file cabinets
rest in one comer; theonepainted aqua blue sheds, littering the linoleum floor with colorful,
curling paint chips. A light box, used for laying out articles, sits on one table, buried
underneath paper scraps, a paper cutter, and media textbooks. Christmas lights twinkle
c .cl??rw,?v
i3^3?^ the storage closet. Piles of back issues unsteadily teeter
alongside tattered, wheeled office chairs. A former hot coca mix can now labeled “Das
Writing Utensil Can sits on a desk amid scattered cassette tape boxes and 3 1/2 inch
Datalite Disks. Feel free to use our tolerably hygienic Fontbathroom, which contains a
rontbatn, a Fontfont, and a Fontbowl. A steady supply of Fontpaper usually sits in the
Fontbatb, next to our never-opened bottles of Fontcleanser
And here in this very same Fontbanner office, busy little English major elves work
diligenUy to keep the Fontbonne community supplied with their monthly student publica
tion. We pnde ourselves m following the Eleven Main Journalistic Steps for Producing
Potential Pulitzer Prize-Winning Newspaper Material: 1. brainstorm for article ideas 2
assign artic es 3. research for articles 4. wnte articles 5. proofread articles 6. revise articles
/. type articles 8. print up articles 9. crumple articles 10. toss articles at each other in violent
fits of panic 11. finally uncrumple articles, wax them up on gridded paper, and send the
mess to the printer.
And who WOULDN’T want to be a part of this magical experience? I realize my
account of it all is so tempting you’re already bolting up the Ryan stairs and foaming at the
mouth. And I realize this whole column may just be my desperate mode of recruiting staff
members for next year, but I sincerely mean it when I say I love this place. Not only do I
contribute my part to the paper here, the Fontbanner office is a place where I nap, journal,
read, write letters, brush my teeth, laugh hysterically, converse, bond, eat breakfast, study,
tease, crack bad jokes, blow bubbles, lounge sing, worry, and make phone calls home (no
i uss, they re local). Come by, visit, and think about being a stringer. We’ll settle you down
7 "if3 CUP of VER Y caffinated coffee and apologize for so violently flinging open the office
And as for my niche? Heck, I think it’s buried underneath a pile of articles somewhere
or maybe someone put it in the F°ntfnd|e—but you’ll see it, and I know it’s here.

NOTE TO THE BRAINLESS WONDER WHO STOLE MY BRAND-NEW DIABIKE FROM st- J0E’S HALL ON THE NIGHT OF
rbBKUAKY 12: while you re out one day for a nifty little spring ride in Forest Park may
your spleen somehow, someway, get caught and hopelessly twisted in the links of MY
bicycle chain And may the caribou and mountain elk escape from the zoo and heckle vou
as you try to free yourself. Not that I’m bitter.
7

Care To
Kartun Box
Write A
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Place all letters in
the Fontbanner
Mailbox located in
the mailroom in
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6800 Wydown
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V.P.s do it, radio hosts do it, even Texas billionaires do it. Let’s do it, let’s reinvent
Yes, it s the 90’s, where everything new is old again. It gives one a great sense of
reassurance m the notion of progress to know that people today are looking at the past before
se“Wut t0 make the mistakes of the future. With this in mind, let us look at the current
as White" t ’
31011,1(11116 country surrounding that embarrassing little incident known
For those of our reading audience who may be unfamiliar with current affairs (or for
those whose heads are where their digestive tracts ought to be) I will attempt to offer this
simple man’s guide to Whitewater.
Whitewater was a land venture formerly co-owned by the President and Mrs. Clinton
which had ties to Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan Association, a failed S&L. For the
benefit ot those too caught up in the era of hope to remember the 80’s, they were a time when
many Savings and Loans failed due to dubious investments, some of which had connections
to - brace yourselves - politicians. Owners and operators of S&Ls and politicians formed
unholy alliances, and when their “get-rich quick5’ schemes failed, thousands of ordinary
citizens lost dieir life savings. But Democrats and Republicans participated in such
alliances and for the first time shoed a real inclination toward bipartisanship.
. I}e President and First Lady are currently confronted with a federal investigation of he
whole Whitewater affair. Did any illegal activities take place? Were the Clinton’s involved
m any illegal activities? Is the suicide of White House lawyer Vincent Foster Jr. in any wav
connected to Whitewater? Was Foster’s death really a suicide? Is an elaborate coverup
being attempted?
K
i 1
/ know. The press doesn tknow. Those involved in the federal investigation don’t
know. Nobody seems to know.
But of course some people know. The only problem is, they’re not telling. So for the
moment we re left with allegations, insinuations and speculations on everything from theft
to fraud to tax evasion and even document shredding. Sound familiar?
Meanwhile, the President s popularity polls are plummeting. It’s obvious he needs to do
something and do it quick. What does he need to do? He needs to fall back on his original
^atergate^ d° What
NeW Democrats 316 so 8ood at- reinvention. He need to reinvent

In order to do this, he must first look back at the original and see where Nixon went
wrong. Sure Nixon was never accused to stealing money from investors, but even a little
spying on the opposition can get you m trouble with the American people if it’s handled
improperly. Tapes were erased and Nixon ran around screaming “I’m not a crook ” Nobod v
likes a sore loser.
?
No, if you want to sell anything, you’ve got to know your audience. America is a nation
ot ambulance chasers and victims.
Who doesn’t like to witness other people suffering, even if it is just for a feeling of relief
that its somebody else getting the short end of the suck this time? Enjoying other people’s
downfalls is a favorite pastime in our country. Don’t believe it? Talk to Michael Jackson
or Tanya Harding. Now it’s the President’s turn. So what should he do? What else become
a victim.
* , Everybody’s a victim in our society. From John Wayne Bobbitt to Lorana Bobbitt to the
Menendez brothers to anyone who has every abused drugs, was convinced of a crime or had
parents. Now that the President is becoming a victim of ambulance chasers the nation over
it s ume for him to claim victimhood.
Regardless of whether or not President or Mrs. Clinton did anything illegal, they should
immediately admit any alledged wrongdoings and claim that they are victims of a corrupt
political system Not only would this rid everyone of suspicions, it would turn the tide of
public opinion. Get Hillary and Bill on Oprah or Sally Jessie Raphael crying about how they
made a temble mistake and are sorry and presently seeking counseling and this whole affair
would blow over in a hurry. Everyone would be satisfied.
The Republicans would have they’re petty revenge for losing the presidency, the
Democrats could all stop dodging bullets in behalf of the President, Mr. and Mrs Clinton
couId concentrate on the more important aspect of their job such as fund raisers, luncheons
and photo-ops and the public will have their fill of scandal. Furthermore, with Whitewater
out ot the way we could all look forward to another entertaining media crucifixion. Next?

Editorial Opinion
by Cynthia Burkhead--------------------------------------- ---------------------------------

........

The Fontbanner has reported the establishment of a committee that will search out and
interview possible candidates to replace retiring President Meneve Dunham. To their
credit, the administration of the College has appointed a student, Kevin Walsh, to that
committee. We are confident that Kevin, a member of the Fontbanner staff, will be an
effective representative to that body. The remainder of the committee consists of trustees
faculty-members, and administration.
While each of the members were chosen based on their abilities to contribute to the stated
purpose of the committee, it should be remembered they represent various constituencies
within the school. Kevin, representing the student body, needs to reflect in his questions
to applicants the desires and concerns of students. The only way for him to do this is to have
those concerns communicated to him.
Not only is this a prime opportunity for students to be heard on issues that are important
to their personal experiences while they are here, it is also a chance to contribute to the future
ot the College. Communicating with Kevin about the FC presidency is more than just a
benefit, though. It became a responsibility placed on us the moment our needs were
recognizedas being importantenough to deserve representation through a studentcommittee
member. The selection of a new president has become, in part, a reflection of our influence
and it is up to us to use the opportunity by being a reflective influence
Because the Fontbanner feels there is a need for a strong student voice to support Kevin
a ,, $ efforts on the committee, we will collect all written concerns and suggestions and
pass them on to him. Please address your communications to Kevin in care of The
Fontbanner and take them by the mailroom in Ryan Hall. We don’t often have an
opportunity to make a difference with so little effort.

Stuff we like

All-Star
☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆
A diamond in the rough
Line Up
Pat’s Bar and Grill
by Dan Ritter

Pat’s Bar and Grill, located on Oakland Avenue three blocks east of
Clayton, is a small place that can be easily seen from Highway 40.
Formerly called McDermott’s,Pat’shas been amainstay in the Dogtown
area for many years.
From the outside, Pat’sdoesn’t look like a great place to go for dinner
and drinks. It’s old, rough-looking, and when you enter the building,
you’re far from amazed by the ambiance. The inside is old and, at times,
even dirty-looking and smoke-filled. The regular clientele is about 5560 years old, and they look as if they’ve just shot eighteen holes over
at the Forest Park golf course. The room hold about 75 people, so it can
be hard to find a table - especially on the evenings of a hockey or
baseball game.
Once you do get seated, though, your dining pleasure will begin. The
menu is plain, offering an assortment of appetizers and sandwiches that
can be found in many bar & grills in the area. However, Pat’s french
fried shrimp make it extraordinary. After having eaten seafood all over
the country - in Rhode Island, Florida, New Orleans, and San Francisco
-1 can honestly say you would be hard-pressed to find a better order of
shrimp than the one you’ll find at Pat’s. The shrimp, without salad and
fries, is $6.50 and the entire shrimp meal is $8.75; either meal is
definitely a steal. Other gourmet delicacies are the fried mushrooms,
boiled shrimp, potato skins, and their onion rings, and you can’t go
wrong with any of these choices.
If you aren’t hungry, Pat’s also offers good deals on drinks for those
over 21. A bottle of domestic beer will cost you $1.65 which,
comparatively speaking, is a steal. Well drinks cost $2.25 and call
drinks are $2.75. On a given night, you and a friend can go into Pat’s
and order a meal, appetizers, and a few drinks for less than twenty
dollars...that’s a pretty good deal, if you ask me.
Pat’s Bar and Grill is a real diamond in the rough, if you can look past
its physical appearance. The staff is very friendly, and the service is
quick. My advice to anyone is to go there and enjoy -1 guarantee you
will.
Dan’s other favorites around Fontbonne:
Applebee’s on Clayton Avenue
Houlihan’s in the Galleria
Chewy’s in Dogtown
Ragazzi’s on the Hill
Irvvs Good Food at Vandeventer and Shaw
O.B. Clark’s on Brentwood

A fabled
coffee
house

by Jeff Petruso

Who said St. Louis wasn’t a great sports town? Obviously they haven’t been to a
Cardinals or Blues game. Even the Ambush have the largest attendance percentage in the
NPSL (National Professional Soccer League). But if the sell out crowds aren’ t convincing
enough, one need not look further than the impressive line up of professional athlete
restaurants in town.
.
.
Lou Brock’s Sports City Grille is the newest such restaurant. In operation since St.
Patrick’s Day of last year, Lou Brock’s, in conjunction with St. Louis Live, has exploded
into the sports bar industry. They are open seven days a week and the menu ranges from
a delicious selection of fresh salads, soups, and vegetables to entrees of fine continental
cuisine and international flavor, as well as a variety of signature items. After ordering from
the newspaper type menu, it’s yours to keep, full of Lou Brock facts and other important
dates in baseball. Dress is casual and prices are a “steal.” I give them **♦*.
Former football Cardinal greats Dan Dierdorf and Jim Hart have certainly made a name
for themselves outside of football with Dierdorf and Hart’s Steak House. Their restaurant
is regarded by many as one of the nicest in the St. Louis area. Located at Union Station and
Westport, Dierdorf and Hart’s is much more formal that your average sport’s restaurant.
Fresh charbroiled steaks, succulent seafood and chops head up their menu at a competitive
price. Tie and jacket are not required but highly recommended, along with reservations.
A true class act, I give #72 and #17 *****.
Bret Hull’s Restaurant and Grill has been open for a year and a half. Located in the heart
of Union Station, the place is blanketed with Hockey/Blues memorabilia. The menu
consists of entrees such as The Great Gretzky Burger, Power Play Pizza, and Mrs.
Shannahan’s Com Beef, all of which are less than $15.00. Brett is present at the restaurant
one Saturday of every month when he hosts his post game radio show on KMOX. The
hostess said, “Brett Hull’s is a fun, lively, yet casual place.” I agree. I give Hully ****1/
2.
Owners Pat Hanon and Ray Gallardo of Ozzie’s Restaurant and Sports Bar knew they
had a winner with “The Wizard.” As you walk through the foyer of Ozzie’s, it’s easy to
understand why he is a fan favorite of St. Louis’. Family photos, and a snap shot of #1 with
President Bush hang on the walls. Through the second set of doors, a case displaying 13
gold glove awards certainly “catches” your eye. Ozzie’s excellence on the field represents
the menu selections and at an affordable price. Located in Westport, just across the street
from his batting school, Ozzie can often be seen enjoying lunch and socializing with
customers. In St. Louis Ozzie will always be #1. I give it *****.
Mike Shannon’s Steaks and Seafood is located in downtown on the comer of Chestnut
and 7th. This restaurant is certainly not a bar and grill. I visited the place for about five
minutes, and in that time it was clear that my girlfriend and I were going to feel comfortable
there. Even if we would have eaten there, and ordered the $34.95 Hall of Fame Cut Prime
Rib of Beef, something tells me we still wouldn’t have been welcome. The sports
memorabilia is like no other in a restaurant, but Mike Shannon’s is not a place where you
want to have a few drinks while watching the game. Nice place but too much attitude. I
give them ***.
With the exception of Mike Shannon’s, all the people I talked to were very nice and
helpful. I didn’t get any free meals, but had fun anyway. Note: Bernie Federko’s was not
mentioned because he is withdrawing his name from the restaurant on Big Bend. Too bad.
Prime location for Fontbonne students.

Hola to Chuy
~ Arzola's

by Cynthia Burkhead
A friend and fellow student at Fontbonne once told me that there are three essentials for
all college students; quarters, caffeine, and nicotine. Since cigararettes are optional in the
equation, and you’ll nave to come up with your own quarters. I’m going to talk about the
element I know best: coffee.
Now, there are two types of coffee drinking experiences. The first is tossing down
whatever qualifies as hot and black to keep you awake enough to make it through the last
minute essay, or worst still, the night before a final. For this experience, go to you local
grocer and purchase the cheapest can of brew on the shelf. The second experience is pure
enjoyment, and that is going into a coffee house with a good book (yes, assigned reading
can be good reading) or a good friend, and sipping a cup or two of coffee that’s as smooth
as the music which usually plays in the background.
In my four months at Fontbonne, I’ve tried out most of the local coffee houses, and the
one that makes my coffee lovers dream come true is Aesop’s, also the newest coffee house
in the area. Located on Clayton Road, between Walgreens and CBC, Aesop’s is a quiet,
storefront establishment that greets you with, you guessed it, the aroma of coffee.
Aroma is one of the keys to evaluating a coffee house. When your nose signals bitter,
hightail it out of the place, because what s a coffee house without good coffee. But when
the aroma passes the nose test, and is then carried to those special taste buds at the back of
your tongue (the ones that stand up and cheer when excited by the smell of something really
great) and when even your ears get in on the experience and start twitching, you know
you’ve found something that can t be passed up. This is the aroma of Aesop s.
OK, you’re inside now, you’ve found a comfortable place to sit, either in the front or
in the back room furnished for smokers. So what do you order? My picks are Cafe Mocha
if you 're in the mood for hot. and Thai Coffee is you want something cold. The Cafe Mocha
(order the double for a bargain) is a great blend of java, with just the right amount of
chocolate, and topped off with a dollop of whipped cream. The Thai Coffee, one of my
personal favorites any time of year, is made with the right proportions of sweetened milk
and espresso, giving it the flavor of a piece of coffee candy that I like so well. The taste
lingers in your mouth as if you had really eaten that piece of candy.
Now that you've ordered your coffee, how about something to eat. After all, a good
coffee house experience could take hours to complete. Aesop’s offers sandwiches, salads
that taste as exotic as they look and sound, and sweets. On a November afternoon I found
the pastry cabinet filled with Three Berry Pie, Pumpkin Cheesecake, Chocolate Mqussecake,
Carrot Cake, plus more I can’t remember. There are also breakfast offerings; sticky buns,
danish, bagels, muffins, and a really great pastry made with croissant dough that has
cinnamon, sugar, and nuts rolled up inside.
Aesop’s passes the atmosphere test with high marks. Unless there is an open mike or
poetry reading going on, a coffee house ought to make you feel like it is there for your
personal pleasure, like a favorite pair of socks you slip on because they are warm and fit
and only you can appreciate them. If a coffee house is good, you should be able to stake
claim on a space inside and own it as long as you are there. This happens at Aesop’s. The
atmosphere is not prefabbed. so that when you arrive, it becomes what you want or need
it to be.
.
The moral of this fable is, there are a number of coffee houses in the vicinity of
Fontbonne. and each has something different to offer, but for my money (what little there
is of it) Aesop’s offers the most.

by Kevin Walsh
If you asked St. Louisans where the best Tex-Mex restaurant was. you would
receive a wide variety of responses. Some would vote fix the traditional Casa
place in mind: Chay Arzola s.
x
,
Chuy Arzola’s, known to it’s regular customers as Chuy’s opened it’s
Dogtown residence in 1989. A short five to ten minute drive from Fontbonne,
Chuy’s is located at6405 Clayton Ave. Chuy’s is a Tex-Mex restaurant which
serves quality food at an affordable price. Some regular customers recom
mended their favorite entrees. Among their choices were the two beef burritos
and cheese with chili con queso and the Plato Especial, which includes an enchilada, a soft
taco and a quesadillo. For the not so brave souls, Chuy’s Can turn down the spice and offer
up a nice variety of Mexican food. These more simple meals arc equally appetizing. Some
favorites are the tres soft tacos, and the ires burri tos. All of the above mentioned mealy are
very appetizing and vety filling, but the beauty of this menu is the price. Affordability is
the 'catch phrase of Chuy ’ s. Au the hsted meals run for under $5.00.
Anotberexcelleni aspect of Chuy's is the friendly service. This is a family business, and
the fast, friendly, and efficient service shows it. Alter being shown to a table, it is possible
to order and be (fining on your food io less than tee minutes. The waitresses and waiters
are al ways helpful andquick to get you a refill of your favoritebevetagetohelp you conquer
the spicy food. The service is fast and it needs to be. On a week-end evening. Chuy s
quickly fills up, and the restaurant area isnotexactlyexpansive. However, once seated, die
rood and service are excellent.
.

diming moment at Chuy’sis it’s happy hour, one ofthe best in SL Louis. Actually

happy hour lasts two hours and if nuts Monday thru Friday.
m thistimeof difficult economic times, everyone islooking to save a buck, and at Chuy’$
■5 able to do this. Domestic bottled beer sells for a mere dollar and maraseritas are two
price of one. As with the restaurant area.thebarareaquicklyfills up. ft is sometimes
difficult to reach the bar, but once you do. you meet a friendly bartender named Juan. Juan
is fast on his feet and his service is excellent as well.
Chuy’s is becoming not only a Dogtown favorite, it is becoming a favonte of many St
Louisans. SLU basketball coach Charlie Spoonbow has been seen during there. Chuy ’s
i quickly fills up dunnghappyhourand before Billikens and Blues games, ft is an excellent
dinner choice if attending an event at the Arena or if you are looking for affordable food
close to the campus of Fontbonne College,
Chuy'stsopensevendavsaweekforlonchanddinner. tfyouhappentobeinthemetroeast area, a second Chuy’sis opened in Belleville on 6940 West Main Street Remember,
for excellent Tex-Mex food, you do not need to "run for the border”. just run down to
Dogtown and stop at Chuy Arzola’s, it is a straight shot down Clayton aid just five to ten
; minutes fromlfonibQnne. The food es muy bueno.............. ........................ ;................. :........... ;

Wondering what to do when you’re sitting around on a Friday
night bored out of your skull? Going to the movies gets old. And
your liver can only take so much drinking. I have a new, fun
alternative for you: BOWLING. Not only is it a pleasant
diversion from the usual college ac tivities, it also c hallenges your
mind and even bums a few calories.
I recently checked out a few of the local bowling alleys close
to Fontbonne. Now, mind you, lam not a bowler, eve only gone
bowling a few times and I've discovered it’s just not my game.
But I, the dedicated reporter, took a chance and hit the lanes. I
decided the actual game of bowling really wasn’t the important
thing here: The things that make or break a bowling alley are
staff services, the other accouterments such as a lounge,
cafeteria, etc., and the bowling equipment itself (i.e. balls,
shoes, etc.). I didn’t need to be a good bowler to evaluate
these things.
The first bowling alley I hit was Tropicana Lanes, located
at 7960 Clayton Road. I instantly knew this wasn’t like other
bowling alleys I’d been to. My first clue was that I wasn’t
overwhelmed by smoke as I walked in the door. Bowling
alleys seem to have a reputation for being smoke-filled beer
drinking joints. Not Tropicana Lanes. The whole estab
lishment seemed exceptionally clean. The staff was very
professional, many lanes were available (25 on each side),
and scoring was done by computer. Adults of all ages were
playing, many of them in leagues.
In addition to the extensive amount of lanes available,
there is also a Pro-Shop selling a wide variety of items for the
bowling enthusiast. A “Custom Ball Conditioner” is also
available which “restores lustre to plastic or rubber bowling
balls.” You can choose the amount of lustre you want- .500
for a gloss, .75# for“Hi-Gloss,” and $1.00 for Super Gloss.
Decisions, decisions, decisions. A cafeteria serves a number
of appetizers such as potato skins, chicken wings, and
toasted ravioli. Both the cafeteria and restrooms were
exceptionally clean. A separate lounge area is also provided
that serves alcoholic drinks and has a pool table and dart
board. A game of bowling at Tropicana Lanes is $1.75
Monday through Thursday, $2.50 a game after 5:00p.m. on
weekdays and $2.65 on the weekends.
i •
.
I was curious as to why people would choose one bowling
Lisa ortnwein alley over another, so I asked a league bowler, who informed
me that he decided to bowl at Tropicana Lanes “because we
could start early in the evening. It was also a centralized location that was convenient for
everyone in the league.”
My next stop was Shrewsbury Lanes. Shrewsbury Lanes is quite similar to Tropicana
Lanes, only on a smaller scale. There were only 24 lanes, as compared to the 50 at
Tropicana. They also had a cafeteria, with the same type of foods; however, the cafeteria
area was smaller and closer to the bowling area. The cashier area included a small section
of bowling balls for sale, but nowhere near the variety Tropicana had. Shrewsbuiy also
provided computerized scoring, which I appreciate considering I know even less about
scoring than I do about bowling.
The atmosphere was similar to Tropicana, just a tad bit smokier and noisier, but nothing
too extreme. Liquor was also served m a separate lounge area which also had a pool table,
dart board, and wide-screen T. V. The lounge was clean and well-kept, just not as elaborate
as Tropicana.
And let’s not forget about the fact that they had a “Custom Ball Conditioner” available
at Tropicana.
After I spoke to a bowler at Shrewsbuiy lanes, I came to the conclusion that bowlers are
very serious about their game. They didn’t want to spend too much time talking. Inanswer
to the question, “Why do you bowl at Shrewsbury Lanes rather than another alley?” a
bowler answered simply, “Because my friends bowl here.”
Shrewsbury Lanes is located at 7202 Weil Avenue in south St. Louis. The cost of a game
is $ 1.90, unless it is after 5:00 p.m. or on weekends. At these times the price goes up to $2.40.
Shoe rental is reasonably priced at $1.25.
My last stop was Red Bird Lanes, located at 7339 Gravois Road. Red Bird Lanes has
one feature that sets them apart from other bowling alleys: they are open 24 hours a day.
You want bowling at 4:00 a.m.? They got it. The first question I had for the employees of
Red Bird Lanes was: “ Do you actually nave people bowling at all hours of the night?” The
answer was yes. A cashier told me that “the only time it’s really slow is from about 7:00
a.m. until 11:00 a.m. on the weekdays.” That sounds like a weird off-time to me. When
asked what sort of people BOWL at 5:00 a.m. he replied, “Pretty normal people are in here
during the night, except for the weekends-then the drunks come in at all hours.”
Of all the lanes I visited, Red Bind was the least smoky, which kind of surprised me.
However, it was also probably the shabbiest. By shabby, I don’t really mean it was dirty;
it just looked more unkempt than the other two. For example, tables weren’t cleaned very
quickly once they were vacated.
Their lounge area was also separated from the bowling area, and had a pool table and
juke-box. The cafeteria had the same sort of menu as Tropicana and Shrewsbury Lanes,
with one exception: Breakfast was also available. Red Bird didn’t have an area where
bowling equipment was sold; two stands at the cashier’s desk with socks and other bowling
paraphernalia was the extent of it Automatic scorers were provided; however, I didn’t
notice a custom-ball conditioner!
One thing that impressed me about Red Bird Lanes was that they had a “Bowl With
Santa” party for children which included a game of bowling, apicture with Santa and lunch.
A game of bowling at Red Bird Lanes will cost you $2.00 Monday through Friday from
9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. and $2.60 after 6:00 p.m. and on weekends.
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The Lemp Mansion brews
up a haunted histor
by Nikki Bess
I know. You looked at
the headline and thought,
“What? It’s not Hallow
een.” If the Lemp Mansion
only brings to your mind
visions of Halloween, you
need to get with it.
Believing the Lemp
Mansion can only be visited
on Halloween is like be
lieving the Gateway Arch
can only be frequented
when the World’s Fair is in
town. The Lemp Mansion
is a year-round experience,
and a rich and unique part
of St. Louis history.
Once owned by the most
powerful brewers in St.
Louis, the Lemp Mansion
has had an interesting and
tumultuous past. In 1840,
Adam Lemp established the Western Brewery and by 1877, it was the largest brewery in
St. Louis, ranked 19th in the nation. In 1892, Adam’s oldest son, William J. Lemp,
incorporated the Western Brewery into the William J. Lemp Brewing Company. The Lemp
Brewery enjoyed great prosperity until 1919, when Prohibition began. Although Prohibi
tion ended in 1933 and William J. Lemp attempted to revive the brewery in 1939, the Lemp
Brewery never regained its once-legendary status. In 1950 the Lemp Mansion became a
boarding house and steadily deteriorated until 1974, when Richard D. Pointer and his
family purchased the mansion - renovating the building into what is now the Lemp Mansion
Restaurant.
The Lemp Mansion itself housed the Lemp family, and enough tabloid history to put
both A Current Affair and Hard Copy to shame. In 1901, Frederick Lemp - the favorite
son of William J. Lemp, Sr. - died of heart failure. Although William, Sr. tried to keep up
appearances, his behavior became increasingly erratic as aresult of his son’s death. In 1904,
Lemp’s best friend, Captain Frederick Pabst, also died and the strain was too much for
Lemp to bear. On February 13, 1904, William J. Lemp, Sr., committed suicide in one of
the upstairs bedrooms of the Lemp Mansion, by shooting himself. On February 8,1909,
the highly-publicized divorce trial of William, Jr., and Lillian Lemp began. It was a fight
to the end - and an embarrassment to the family - as Lil “the Lavender Lady” charged
William, Jr. with desertion, cruel treatment, and infidelity to which William, Jr. countered
with charges of improper conduct and infidelity. Although William J. Lemp, Jr. eventually
remarried, his troubles were far from over. Prohibition closed the Lemp Brewery and, after
complaining of nervousness and other ailments, William J. Lemp, Jr. also committed
suicide by shooting himself in an office of the Lemp Mansion on December 29,1922. By
this time, William Jr. was the third suicide in his family. William Jr.’s sister, Elsa Lemp
- the wealthiest woman in St. Louis - died from self-inflicted gunshot wounds, March 19,
1920, for reasons unknown. May 10,1949, Charles Lemp (brother of Elsa and William Jr.)
became the last of the Lemp family to end his life by gunshot wounds, in one of the
bedrooms of the Lemp Mansion.
In light of this history, it is no surprise that the Lemp mansion is rumored to be haunted.
Both the Pointer family (who now run the Lemp Mansion Restaurant) and their staff have
tales of unexplainable events occurring in the mansion. A piano playing by itself, a candle
lighting itself, a wine glass flying through the air and crashing to the floor, and a ghostly,
disappearing entity are only a few of the incidents that the owners or staff have witnessed.
In 1979 Gordon Hoener, Phil Goodwilling, and a group of St. Louis University students
visited the mansion to conduct a series of psychic experiments.
Through the use of a writing planchette ( a device through which the living can
supposedly communicate with spirits) one group of students found themselves in a
question-and-answer session with what they believed to be the ghost of Charles Lemp.
When Hoener and Goodwilling returned to the mansion to conduct a seance for the T.V.
show Real People, they were again visited by the supposed spirit of Charles Lemp.
Hauntings aside, the Lemp Mansion is fascinating for many reasons. The Pointer family
took great care in restoring the mansion, which was built in 1868, and much of the original,
omate architecture is still intact. Many of the original fixtures of the house remain as well,
such as the unique, glass-enclosed marble shower in the bathroom and the intricatelycarved mahogany mantles over the fireplaces in the parlor. Antiques recovered in the
mansion are on display throughout the mansion, for those interested in the history of the
family and the brewery.
So, you say you’re not interested in hauntings or history? Fine, then go to the Lemp
Mansion Restaurant for the food. They serve a wonderful family-style five-course dinner,
and the restaurant is staffed by polite, friendly people that are always willing to talk about
the mansion and its past. The restaurant is not only a restaurant, either; the Lemp Mansion
Restaurant is also a bed-and-breakfast of sorts, renting rooms to courageous guests. The
next time you’re hungry or just need to get away, consider going to the Lemp Mansion
Restaurant...if you dare.
The Lemp Mansion is located at 3322 DeMenil Plaza, St. Louis, Mo. 664-8024.

Finding the funny in St. Louis
Are you tired of doing the same thing every night - movies, malls, or clubs? A person
starts to wonder if there is any social lite beyond the Esquire or the Galleria. Well, there
is an alternative to the usual Fontbonne scene, some LIVE COMEDY ENTERTAIN
MENT.
There are two main clubs St. Louis area - Catch a Rising Star and the Funny Bone
Comedy Club. Both clubs are within the area and offer different activities that don ’ t always
have to involve a special engagement or great expense.
The Funny Bone is locate in the Westport Plaza, next to Keys nightclub. It consists of
a large room, seating 300. with a state in the front. It’s a dark, pleasant atmosphere where
everyone has a good seat, but can get smoke filled quickly.
On Monday night. The Best of St. Louis hits the stage, featuring professional, local
comedians. Open Mike Night is on Tuesday, spotlighting a group of amateur and
experienced comedians from all over the St. Louis area. Anyone can perform on Tuesdays
as long as they confirm an appointment with the club. During the rest of the week,
Wednesday - Sunday. the Funnybone has their feature comedian ofthe week. On Thursday

with Nicole Mitchell

and Friday there are two shows, 8:30 and 10:45 p.m. On Saturday nights there are 7:30,
10:00, and 12:00 shows, and on Sunday an 8:00p.m. show. Both Monday and Tuesday have
one show at 8:30p.m. Admission is $3 for Monday and Tuesday, and $8 for the rest of the
week. A two drink minimum is required.
Catch a Rising Star is similar to the Funnybone. It is located on the upper level of Union
Station. It also seats 300 and plans different events throughout the week.
On Tuesday that schedule different events each week. Midwest Comedy Showcase is
on Wednesday nights, which is a selective open mike night. The main comedian is featured
Thursday - Saturday in 8:30 and 10:45 p.m. shows. On Sunday and Monday they are closed.
College students will get $2 off the $5 admission price on Tuesday and Wednesday, and
of the $8 ticket price on Thursday - Saturday, with a college I.D. There is also a two drink
minimum.
For the price of a movie ticket or a full meal deal at a burger place, a student can enjoy
some live entertainment, a different atmosphere, and meet new, aspiring comedians in the
St. Louis area, and perhaps even laugh a little.

Open Mikes A little night music?
Poetry in your face by Mike Glader
by Eric Meyer

St. Louis, like any major city, has its share of nightclubs featuring live music. Each one
of these nightclubs has a different atmosphere and has an advantage over the others.
Blueberry Hill, one of the more popular bars in St. Louis, is one such establishment. The
bar stems from the local record company of the same name. Because of this, rock and roll
memorabilia adorns the walls of the establishment. Downstairs, in the Elvis Room, where
live music can be heard every
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday,
the walls are adorned with old
45’s, some of which were
manufactured by Blueberry Hill.
Blueberry Hill attracts some of
the bigger local acts and the
sound quality of the music is
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top-notch.
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Another bar, Cicero’s, is
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considered by many to be the
best nightclub in St. Louis. Of
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Wabash Triangle Cafe’, also
located in University City. The
Wabash is the most unique place
to see live music in St. Louis.
9
You walk in and finds the per
son working the door sitting in a
couple ofold commercial airline
seats. The next thing that catches
your eye is the painted wall
behind the stage which consists of several tribal figures on a red, black, and green
background. Not only is the atmosphere unique, the food is some of the best you will find
in St. Louis (make sure you eat a Waburger). The Wabash is one of the best places to see
great live music in St. Louis, but you should be advised to stay clear of their open mike
poetry nights.
If the Loop is not your style, there is always Kennedy’s, located in Laclede’s Landing.
Kennedy’s is one of the larger clubs in St Louis. Unlike some clubs (like the High-Point),
you can always hear and see the band at Kennedy’s. This two-story building allows both
people upstairs and downstairs to see and hear the band. Also, unlike other clubs, there is
live entertainment every night of the week. Kennedy’s, like many other nightclubs, also
has good food (try their goon rolls), making for a perfect way to spend an evening.
St. Louis is lucky to have clubs like these, and the bands are great also. Good food and
great sounds, what more could you ask for.

When the Beats ruled the literary scene, dark cafes dotted every aspect of the urban
landscape. Beret-ed and goateed men dressed all in black could be seen discreetly lighting
cigarettes and pulling poetry from their coat pockets while smoothly sliding through the
door. Rumors floated through the San Francisco night that Jack Kerouac, Lawrence
Ferlinghetti, or Allen Ginsberg were on the prowl.
It seems, with all the resurgence of the sixties and, with some unfortunateness, the
seventies, the Beats have now made their way into the modem scene. Coffeehouses and
cafes popping up in the Central West End, the Loop, and Webster Groves offer open mikes,
throwbacks to the fifties Beat hangouts.
Walking into the Wabash Cafe (on Delmar, past Skinker on the Loop) on any Wednesday
night, and recently on Monday nights, the ghosts of the late Jack Kerouac and Neal Cassidy
can be seen climbing a make-shift stage. The Wabash is one of a selective few coffeehouses
that offer a cash prize for their open mike competitions. Goateed men, skinheads, women
in long skirts, neo-sexual moaners, screamin’ poets, men with saxophones, rappers,
homosexuals, anyone who walks or crawls into the place and signs the roster can take the
stage and say anything they want. This should give one a clue as to what the caliber of poetry
presented is. If you are interested in poetry as an art, don’t expect much from the Wabash.
The Wabash is entertaining, therapeutic, and egoistic. At ten o’clock, the room is stacked
with second-hand smoke, red, glazed eyes, and languishing bodies in soft recliners. So far,
thirty or so poets have taken the stage, reading poetry, telling stories, cracking jokes. The
judges for the fifty dollar prize have switched, twice. The walls are papered with people.
A man with a stocking hat, and wearing socks but no shoes, takes the stage and reads poems
about his girlfriend three years ago who committed suicide; four poems on the same subject.
The man after him screams for twenty minutes, jumping on the stage, performing more than
reading. You must order another coffee, maybe even three or four, or switch to some heavy
liquor to sustain everything that’s happening, or that’s going to happen. Wabash gives new
definition to “Bohemian” to “alternative.” Regardless of the torque of the work presented,
the Wabash is a show not to be missed, definitely a show, and possibly not to be repeated.
The Oasis, on the other hand, seems a much-lightened version of the Wabash. Located
m Webster Groves on Big Bend across from the Webster Bar and Grill, The Oasis is a SelfHelp Bookstore and Coffeehouse, with books for alcoholism through schizophrenia The
cigarette smoke is lighter, sometimes non-existent, and even pleasant smells of bagels
cooking, and roasting coffee can inflitrate what little stinging smoke there is. The owner,
Linda, talks about the self-help books on the shelves; “Sure, go on and read one. No, you
don’t have to buy it.” Local artists contribute to the walls; photography, oil on canvas, small
sculptures. Three people crowd around the John Lennon table, admiring the art. At the
microphone, a man with longish hair introduces the readings. Standing in front of the plate
glass window, the palm tree Christmas lights blink on and off behind his head, punctuating
his speech against censorship. Touting his own piece, whose proceeds will go to help flood
victims, the regulars start lining up. The clientele is quieter, a bit more serene than that of
the Wabash, a little less frightful. The place exudes acceptance, and rubs off on the
audience. Here, there is no bad poetry; merely experience and experiments on paper. A
white-bearded man, only tangentially recalling Santa Claus, with an acoustic guitar sits and
strums for a while, the audience silently clapping on and off. Poetry here is less performance
and more art, although one still can’t get away from feeling that you are one stage. There
is small talk about chapbooks, workshops, art, reality.
Ibids, on the Loop next to Paul’s Books, doesn’t hold open mikes. But, it does hold the
Delmar Reading Series, featuring poets appearing in Delmar magazine, a St. Louis pub
lication. If you are hungry for good poetry, the Delmar Series is one not to be missed. It
gathers the best local talent, usually over thirty, to read. Wash. U. Professors Eric Pankey
and Jennifer Atkinson, Fontbonne Poet-in-Residence Jason Sommer, and Nerinx High
teacher Jerry Harp have been recent readers for the Series. Although Ibids holds a somewhat
pretentious attitude against newcomers, the readings are exceptional, though can drag
somewhat due to the lack of stage dancing and screaming.
A word of warning to those who want to try the open mike circuit: watch out for the
yellin’ poets, as I have termed them: those who scream and yell and will actually harass you
in your chair. They bring poetry to your face like no other performer I’ve seen. Against all
by Tracey Bruce
theories of “good’ poetry, these four or five locals travel to all the coffeehouses and repeat
their loud lyrics time and time again, until even the audience has them memorized. With
a different style, and also successful in what it wishes to accomplish, the yellin’ poets
Less than ten minutes from campus and for less than any other pick, Forest Park offers
achieve what they set out to do: get noticed, drive the message of poetry home, enact the a variety of entertainment choices that appeal to both my interests and my resources. From
Whitman’s barbaric yawp from the St. Louis poetry scene.
perusing the impressive collections at the art museum, to taking a liesurely stroll at the zoo,
I am always in my element at Forest Park.
As long as we re speaking of elements though, I think I should focus on one of my
favonte attractions at the park —the St Louis Science Center. Within the doors of this
recently expanded attraction are a myriad of exhibits that invite the interminably curious
mind to observe, experiment, and learn. The regular exhibits address every aspect of the
various fields of science, from physics, to biology, to technology, to the stars. And except
for special exhibits and shows, they are all free and can take the better part of a day to sample
Sampling can be fun, especially, if you’re hungry and stop by Einstein’s Cafe. For
by Jeff Ronshausen
attraction eats the prices are reasonable, and they feature brain sandwiches (for the truly
adventurous explorer). These beef brains are deep fried and served on rye bread with all
the trimmings-—lettuce, tomatoe, pickles, onions, and (of course) poupon mustard. I
Live on campus, don’t have a car, but you still want to get out? Just walk onto Big Bend,
understand that they taste something like fried eggs. I wonder if any of these cows have
turn left, and you are less than a mile from The Sports Attic, where you’ll find a small, one
taken Literary Theory? Brats, hamburgers, and hot dogs are also available for the more
room, dimly lit sports bar. On the T.V. you’ll catch the big game of the evening, be it timid among us.
basketball, football, or hockey. Indulge yourself in a video game if viewing sports is not
As far as being timid is concerned, the Omnimax Theatre offers a thrilling show that may
for you. Popsome coins into the jukebox and create your own dance floor - no one here
be a bit much for the gentle of heart or the weak of stomach. But if you wish to send your
will mind. The laid-back atmosphere allows you to do almost anything you wish.
gullible senses to some of the most unusual and beautiful places on earth, the Omnimax is
For you basketball fanatics, you can practice your shot on the Hot Shot machine in the
the place to be. Imagine yourself soaring over fields of sunflowers or rushing over a cliff
comer during commercials or the game of the week halftime. Shoot as many balls as you
with a torrent of water to the resevoir below. The Omnimax will take you closer to nature
can in one minute and it keeps track of how many go in. Make it a competition and shoot
than perhaps you ever wanted to go. But for those who are looking for adventure, it is a trip
against your friends to see how good you really are.
worth taking.
If car racing is more your speed, you can have fun with the sit-down, fast-action street
Speaking of trips, the Science Center also offers evening extravaganzas into the fantastic
racing machine. For just fifty cents, you can test your driving skills and quickness as you
with its Lazer Light Show. Usually shown on weekends and for limited engagements, the
take on the curves and obstacles of the track.
During football season. The Sports Attic offers a special on draft beer—$4.50 a pitcher Starlight Theatre combines the sounds of rock music with some of the most stunning effects
during Monday night football! And if you become the Norm and the Cliff of the bar, the of light. With your 3-D glasses in place, a symphony of colorful patterns and music will
send your mind into psychedelic play. Several shows are offered each night so those of
bartender will even slip you one on the house every now and then. You can expect courteous
varying musical tastes can be accomodated. Tickets are only available the same day though,
and quick service, and a friendly, kick-your-feet-up attitude.
so arrive early or call to reserve your place.
If you go to The Sports Attic on a week night, you won’t have trouble finding a seat. Buy
What a place! The Science Center never ceases to engage me. For a rainy day or an
if you go on a weekend and don’t get there until late, you might want to plan on standing.
evening out, the St. Louis Science Center offers a formula for fun. Relatively speaking, you
Don’t expect too many people your own age to be there. These sports fans are seasoned.
will get more energy from your dollar, and the exhibits and shows will activate even the
So, if you’re ready to have a good time because school’s stressing you out, head on down
most appathetic recesses of your brain. That’s why it’s my pick; it’s chock full of stuff I
to The Sports Attic, on foot if you have to — it’s worth the trip!
like.
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science
can be fun!

The Sports Attic -

for all your sporting needs

U-City's music stores
a taste of
the
old

and
new

Not too far

by Kirstan Fair

Streetside Records and Vintage Vinyl are two of St. Louis’ best known music stores.
Both stores have great music and something foreveryone. However, the two stores contrast
in their merchandise. Streetside is more of a modern, up to date store that sells mostly CD’s
and cassettes while Vintage Vinyl caters to those still faithful to the good old LP.
At Streetside, everything from rap to even classical music can be found. The store even
sells opera music sung by Pavarotti and Kiri Te Kanawa. In the front of the store there’s
a best pick rack and a ne w release rack so you don ’ t have to wander around the store looking
for music that just came out. Tuesdays are the best day of the week to shop. All CD’s are
20 percent off. It’s a great way to save money.
The store has also introduced a new way to shop for the music you want. It’s called the
I-station. It allows you to listen to all the songs on a CD before you buy it so you won’t be
stuck with a bad CD. In order to use the I-Station, you must fill out an application for an
I-card. Don’t worry, it won’t cost anything. After completing the application, you are
presented with your personal card with a bar code on the back. Most of the CD’s in the store
nave I-Station stickers on them. After selecting the music you want to preview, you wave
the bar code of your I-card over the bar code reader. Then you wave the bar code of the
music over the bar code reader and select options by touching the monitor. This is a great
way to avoid the disappointment of buying a CD, going home and listening to it, and then
wishing you’d left it on the rack.
Now for all you LP enthusiasts, Vintage Vinyl is the store for you. They have everything
from rock to easy listening. Nowadays LP’s are an endangered species because almost
everyone’s into CD’s. Vintage has most of the oldies from the 60’s to the 80’s that are hard
to find. It’s a great store for music collectors who want to add to their collection of classics.
Vintage Vinyl also accepts records. If you have any oldies but goodies you don’t want
anymore, the store will gladly take them.
Streetside and Vintage Vinyl are institutions here in U-City. They both have a reputation
of selling top-quality music at reasonable prices. Y ou don’t have to spenda fortune to enjoy
good music. It’s not what you buy, it’s who you bought it from.

If on a given weekend, “The Roar of the Greasepaint, The Smell of the
Crowd” is your way of spending the evening, you have a choice of three
or four shows in St Lours an d the surrounding areas. From Broadway
blockbusters at the Fox to intimate script readings at the Wabash Triangle
Cafe, theatre can cost you as little as four dollars or as much as sixty,
depending on your budget—or who you are trying to impress. You will
find you have a choice of touring musicals, comedies, dramas, avantgarde, and dinner theatre to satisfy your taste. Since transportation to a
good night or afternoon’s entertainment is only a few minutes away (and
I take buses), you can find yourself in the middle of a controversy or a
love story instead of cracking a book or watching Gomer Pyle reruns. So
here’s my list to help with Spring Fever, or whatever.....
Bissell Mansion Restauran 533-9830
Black Repertoty Theatre 534-3807
City Players of SLLouis 361-2211
Excalibur Productions 652-6843
Fontbonne Theatre 889-1425
The Fox Theatre 535-1700
Golden Rod Showboat 946-2020
Orthwein Theatre 995-7300
Repertory Theatre of St. Louis 986-7348
SLCC-Forest Park 644-9386
Washington University 935-6543

Horrifyingly
Yes Jeff,
mindless
Bookstores
joi
can be fun! fun
by Lisa Patton

1 know that there are people in the Fontbonne community who find the inclusion of
bookstores in this entertainment insert a difficult concept to swallow. How do I know this,
you ask? My most overt clue came during the discussion of what stuff the newspaper staff
does like, when one student asked, “What’s entertaining about a bookstore?”
So, to answer Jeff’s question, there are those of us who can spend hours roaming among
the shelves perusing volumes of nonfiction, fiction, biography or whatever else it may be.
Defining the almost obsessive attraction of bookstores is elusive, but two self-confessed
bookworms, also members of the newspaper staff, say they enjoy the peace and quiet,the
incredible variety of subjects available to explore, and the new discoveries that can be just
the tum of a page away.
I myself have trouble leaving bookstores, especially my favorites, and I lock my purse
in the car whenever 1 go in one, because the lure of the sale tables is often too much for my
wallet to handle. So for those of you who may feel inspired to test the hypothesis that a
bookstore can be entertaining, the Fontbanner is here to direct you to the best of St. Louis
bookstores so that you will not be disappointed in your forays into a new type of
entertainment.
If your idea of a bookstore is a small musty dusty room with a little old lady reading
romance novels at the counter and carefully watching the customers, you really should take
a look inside the modem bookstore. Today bookstores have graduated to big business, and
have something for everyone, from sports buffs to philosophy majors, romance readers to
Shakespeare scholars, magazine browsers to rocket scientists. Large chains like Barnes &
Noble provide material on any and every interest theeir customers may have. Library Ltd.
is anotner example of a large modem book store, although it is a St. Louis phenomenon
only. Fortunately, Barnes & Noble just moved into St. Louis near Ladue Road and
Highway 170. Both Barnes & Noble and The Library Ltd. are located only a few minutes
drive from Fontbonne, or on a nice day, walking there can be a great prelude to your book
browsing experiences.
Barnes & Noble and Library Ltd. are both huge bookstores with high ceilings and lots
of light. Barnes & Noble has one huge open area filled with orderly aisles and rows of even
shelves, while at Library Ltd. one half of the store is open and the other half is reminiscent
of an easily navigable maze consisting of small rooms and caverns that hold lots of nooks
and crannies to curl up in with the books that you wish to peruse thoroughly. There are
plenty of chairs, tables, benches and couches to sit on at both stores, and it is not uncommon
to see people sitting on the floor in the aisles.
The section headings at both stories are so diverse that you can wander for hours just
reading their titles. Books of literary criticism, male and female studies, film books,
volumes on music and cooking, popular fiction and works by classic authors, biography,
poetry, travel, photography and tons of other topics fill shelves that are stacked to the brim
with colorful, interesting and inviting books.
Both stores also cany magazines, blank books, T-shirts, mugs and bookbags with
famous authors on them, maps for travelers and other somewhat bookish items. Library
Ltd. has picture frames, gift wrap and a better selection of cards than most card shops. Kids
can browse to their heart’s content in extensive children’s sections, especially at Barnes &
Noble, where there is a separate area of the store just for kids. Walking into this section is
like entering a totally different store.
As for atmosphere, music plays at both stores, but the customers are generally quiet and
engrossed in their books. Barnes & Noble has a coffee bar so people can relax with a
beverage while they read. The staff has always been friendly and helpful to me at both
stores, but not overly helpful. They realize that most people are just browsing and don’t
want to be bothered. Barnes & Noble features books recommended by the staff at a
discount, so if you don’t quite know what’s good, the recommendations can be interesting
and entertaining. Both stores also have discounts on bestsellers and a large selection of sale
items all the time, for the reader on a budget. And for the late-night reader, both Barnes &
Noble and The Library Ltd. are open till 11 p.m. Mon-Fri.
However, I must warn you that bookstore entertainment isn’t for everyone. It takes a
special kind of person to enjoy Barnes & Noble or The Library Ltd. to full potential. For
booklovers and non-readers, both stores are well worth a visit, but go when you have alot
of time, because once you enter it is almost impossible to leave.

Pointers for
the amateur
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by Valerie Schremp
Every once in a while, it’s perfectly acceptable to go out and kill off
a few brain cells. I figure if they act fruitful and multiply during
strenuous studies here at Fontbonne, killing them off is actually NEC
ESSARY to arrest some sort of messy Calvin and Hobbes-esque cranial
explosion. Therefore, I feel going out at midnight on a Friday or
Saturday to see The Rocky Horror Picture Show at the Avalon on
South Kingshighway is a perfectly legal, and mindlessly fun, brain cell
killing activity. Here are a few tips-n-pointers from one who is not yet
an expert (I’ve only gone twice and can not yet recite the dialogue
verbatim) but eager to assist YOU in killing YOUR brain cells (am I kind
or what?):
1. Bring along rice, a squirt gun, toilet paper, a lighter, newspaper, and
toast. DO NOT,I repeat, DO NOT bring or buy Cherry Nibs. All of these
props must be thrown at the screen or utilized in some shape or form, and
some props hurt more than others if you happen to get nailed by them.
I got pegged in the left temple by a flying Cherry Nib during my first
Rocky Horror viewing, experiencing excruciating pain and traumatic
mental anguish as a result. I now have an idea of what Lincoln suffered
at Ford’s Theater in 1865. Fortunately for Lincoln, Cherry Nibs were not
yet available at theater candy counters.
2. Appreciate, don’t depreciate, the morons sitting around you who
HAVE actually memorized the dialogue verbatim and have a smartalecky response for each and every action or sentence that occurs on
screen. Rocky Horror is a cult thing, and every once in awhile you
should let loose and allow yourself to be a true part of such Moronic
Gatherings.
Go wild and scream comments as raunchy as your
neighbor s, use that upper body strength to its fullest and toss that toilet
paper high. (If tossed m the path of the projector light, the the rippling
streamer effect can be breathtaking.)
3. Buy the soundtrack, and accept the fact the movie contains no plot
whatsoever. Keep yourself amused and hum along, learn the Time Warp
and do that “pelvic thrust.” Drool over Rocky Horror if you’re a girl,
check out Janet if you’re a guy, and size up Dr. Frank-n-Furter if you’re
a...oh, never mind. Make up some smart-alecky comments of your own
(I’ve only come up with “Meatloaf, anyone?’’ during the scene after
Frank-n-Furter kills Eddie). There ARE ways to keep amused, even as
the movie drags at the end.
4. The end...the end must arrive, and it usually does at two in the
morning. Then exit the Avalon and enter the nifty world of South St.
Louis, where traffic is sparse and flashing yellow lights plentiful. Slip
the soundtrack into your tape player, and sing along with your friends as
you buzz home. Enjoy that newly-aquired vacuum in your cranium.
So you see? Legally kill some brain cells, and the world seems
overwhelmingly sunny. It recently came to my attention that Rocky
Horror also plays at midnight on Saturday at the Shady Oak in
downtown Clayton, so if you’re looking for a place to zone out a little
closer to campus, you’re in luck. With a student I.D., it’s only four bucks
to get into the Avion show, and I would think the price at Shady Oak is
similar.
So hey, Fontbonne—let’s behave moronically and do the
“Time Warp” again. But. ..behave responsibly and leave the Cherry Nibs
at home.
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Greeks not as bad as
media makes us think
by Dan Ritter-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------A few weeks ago, I received a from letter
from the Capaha Arrow, the newspaper at
Southeast Missouri State University, urging
the Fontbanner to investigate Fraternity
hazing on our campus. A writer for the
newspaper at SEMO, Michael Davis, was
killed as a result of hazing in February of
this year. The hazing that ne received was
that of a beating, and there has been specu
lation that the severity of the beating was
due to the fact that the members of the
fraternity had found out that Davis was on
the SEMO paper staff and would write
about the hazing in their house. That is only
speculation, of course.
In most Greek societies, a rite of passage
does occur that makes the pledge a part of
the “brotherhood.” This is many tunes a
spiritual journey that challenges the pledge’s
mental strength and dedication to the
members of the fraternity that are to become
his fraternity brothers. However, the brutal
beating of Davis is hardly an example of the
true meaning of “fraternity,” which is
“brotherhood.” It was a crime, and those
involved will have to face the consequences
of their actions.
Unfortunately, though, the only time you
hear about Greek systems through the me
dia is when a death or injury occurs. During
my first year of college at Indiana Univer
sity, the campus was shocked to find out
that a pledge had drunk himself, almost to
the point of death, at a non-sanctioned, non
fraternity party. But, because there were
more than three members of his fraternity
present at this party (IU bylaws state that if
there are more than three members of the
same house present at an event, it is an
official fraternity sponsored event) the In
diana Daily Student , the daily campus
publication, called for the revocation of the
fraternity’s national and campus charter.
And, because the IDS is received not only
by students, but also by parents of students,

the university was forced to revoke the
fraternity’s charter, even though the na
tional investigation showed the house to be
guilty of nothing except having a pledge
that did not show much common sense. The
media was indirectly responsible for the
removal of a fraternity that raised over
$5,000 for cancer research through charity
works in that year alone, had a higher cu
mulative GPA than most dorms, and that
had been on BJ’s campus for more than 75
years.
The above is an example of a good house
going down for the wrong reasons. There is
a stigma attached to fraternities because of
incidents like the Michael Davis death.
However, fraternities serve as social orga
nizations for about 30% of college males in
America (About 25% of females will go
Greek). Fraternities allow young men to get
to know a vast network of people in college
and beyond. Many times I have met people
who belong to my fraternity but came from
other colleges. However, we are bonded by
the fact that we were initiated with the same
ideals, principles, and beliefs; and those are
the same convictions that we have carried
on in our lives since.
Fraternities are much better than the
Eictures that are painted by most: a drunken
rothel where minors drink until they throw
up. They are, in fact, a place where indi
viduals can gather together to spend their
last years of youth without losing their own
individuality. Fontbonne would be wise to
allow the inception of a real Greek system (I
say “real” because it is difficult for me to
accept a co-ed organization as a fraternity.
In fact, the words “co-ed fraternity” are
oxymoronic) to allow the students who want
the Greek experience to have that option
available to them. If Fontbonne can look
past the stereotypes, it could have a nice
system for the students.

Genomes, continued from page 1
sequences and the mapping of the body’s
chromosomes, Green says scientists can
determine what causes various diseases.
The project is important, because they can
track “time bombs”; if one alphabet letter
from the base pairs housed in the chromo
some changes, the result can be very trau
matic. If the diseased genes are found,
scientists may develop a way to treat them
and other diseases along the way. For
example, better drugs can be designed, or
gene therapy may be introduced to certain
diseases; this therapy involves the injection
of the correct gene into the diseased body
and cures it. Because these scientists are
studying other organisms, this study has
had an impact on the comparative study of
the biology of man and other organisms.
Many diseased genes have already been
mapped, among which is Huntington’s
disease. Also, in Germany, colon cancer
has been discovered to be genetic, and it has
been mapped. Cystic Fibrosis is now un
folding. The expected date of the project’s
completion is 2605.
Vincent and Monsanto are using bio
technology to study the effects of implant
ing certain genes into plants to make them
healthier and more productive. Because in
30 to 40 years the world population is ex
pected to double in size and the land mass of
the earth will not be large enough to feed us,
Monsanto is studying new ways to produce
higher yields for crops; vegetation is prone
to pests and diseases which deplete the
output and health of the plants. Among the

plants being studied are tomatoes, potatoes,
canola, wheat, soybeans, com, sugar beets,
and cotton.
The company studies the results of in
jecting a certain gene, whether it be a pest or
disease resistant protein regulatory element,
into the targeted plants and comparing the
outcome to non-injected plants. Vincent’s
focus has been the effects of the Colorado
Potato Beetle on potato plants. The results
are dramatic; the treated plants are hearty
and have full green leaves, and the untreated
plants are half-eaten and have limp yellow
leaves, if any at all.
Besides making the crops pest and dis
ease resistant, Monsanto hopes to promote
herbicide tolerance, processing improve
ments (potatoes with more starch and less
fat), and quality improvements (better tast
ing tomatoes). Currently, they are working
on plant tolerance to Roundup herbicide.
Research on the potato plant has culmi
nated and has been presented to the USDA,
EPA, and FDA. Monsanto hopes to have
the plants available to the public by 1996,
pending approval by these regulatory
agencies.
Monsanto has contracts with several seed
companies to produce the treated seeds for
years to come; the improved genes are not
hereditary, so farmers will need to con
tinually purchase new seeds for healthy
crops. Because the farmers must frequently
spray crops throughout the growing season,
Vincent stated that the purchase of the seeds
should cut down on farming costs.

Watch for

Collage,
The Fontbonne College literary magazine
coming to you in April

What SPRE means for students
by Cynthia Burkhead

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

When somebody else has to fill out the paperwork, it’s easy to claim, “It’s not my
problem.” So why, a student might ask, should I spend any time worrying about SPRE?
You might have thought that when you began reading the page one story on SPRE, stopping
after the first paragraph. If that’s the case, go back, read on, and join me for the rest of this
discussion.
Now, we students all have the same information. So how does it concern us? If you are
a senior, you’ll need to think of “us” as the community of students, unless you are going
to grad school next year and will remain a member of the physical us. For the rest of us,
SPRE has some definite implications.
Let’s say that Fontbonne suddenly is hit by a high rate of defaults on student loans. The
Missouri SPRE descends upon our campus. The entire office population of the second
floor, and a few from the third floor, of Ryan Hall are suddenly tied up with SPRE
representatives who are determining, first, why the sudden increase, and two, whether
Fontbonne students should be eligible for student loans in the future. The students are now
faced with two problem: no one available to help us with getting the other business of going
to college taken care of, and the threat of losing financial aid for the rest of our time at
Fontbonne.
This scenario is based on SPRE acting only when default rates become a problem for the
College. What if SPRE takes on the full review capacity already performed by NCAA?
NCAA is a regional accrediting agency which is not an arm of local or federal government.
SPRE is a state regulatory agency created by and overseen by the U.S. Department of
Education. The question becomes, how independent can the College remain, and how true
will SPRE keep to current accreditation standards, which focus on academic issues? By the
way, what happened to government downsizing?
All of the questions and concerns arising out of the development of SPRE's have impact
on students. It is our time and our money, as well as the quality of our educations, that could
suffer if additional reviews are not conducted as efficiently as possible. This is the reason
all of us need to stay informed on this subject.

Men's Basketball, continued from page 8
ling 32 in the game. Woods was 20 of 15
from the free-throw line with 15 points in
his first half, finishing with a total of 26.
Kronk added 10 of his own points to
Malott’s total of 14. That kind of team play
was exhibited throughout the season.
First round tournament play matched
FC with Parks College who had a miserable
season with only 1 victory during the entire
season. Five Griffins were in double fig
ures with Woods leading the way with 16,
Malott with 14, Lovette adding 12 and
Kronk and Branson each adding 11 points.
The team support from the bench was good
andtheGriffinsbuilta43-24 first half score
with a final report of 99-76 over Parks to
advance to the second round.
Jason Malott owned the semifinal game
with partnerships going to Kronk and Ross.
Malott broke the SLI AC tournament record
with seven 3-pointers and 36 total points.
Kronk backed him with 24 points and Ross
with 23 points. This united effort sat the
Highlanders of MacMurray College back
down on their bench with a final score of
110-83. The 110 points also broke a SLI AC
record for total game points by a team in the
four-year history of the conference. Malott
also tied a tournament record for
free=-throws with 11 of 12 from the line.
The Griffins then advanced to their first
championship game to face Blackbum
College. (The same team the Griffins de
feated on Parent’s Night.) The Griffins
began their attack with a half-time score of
42-30 with Ross and Malott scoring 12
each and Kronk adding 10 points. Ross,
who ended his senior year by being ranked
second nationally in NCAA Division III in
assists, scored a total of 22 game points.

Malott added his own 19 points with team
mate Tucker adding 15, Kronk with 14, and
Woods with 12 more of his own.
The conference coaches voted F players
to the following awards: All Conference
First Team - Stacey Ross and Roy Woods;
Second Team - Mark Kronk and Jason
Malott. The MVP of the 1994 Tournament
was Stacey Ross. The final game was
broadcast that week on a delay basis by
KSLH Radio, with half-time live interview
by Todd Callahanof Webster University
with Stacey Ross and Jason Malott.
Although the conference is only four
years old, the F record was identical to that
of St. Louis University’s Billikins of 23-5.
They are the 7th seed in the Division I
tournament.
Their coach, Charlie
Spoonhour, was named as national coach of
the year by one organization is a candidate
for the recognition by another entity.
Mizzou’s final record of 25-3 placed them
in the first seed position for the tournament.
Will many feel that Fontbonne College’s
Griffins were slighted by not being invited
to the Division III tournament, it is a done
deal and the Griffins can indeed enjoy this
year’s outstanding season and begin gear
ing up for next season. Coach McKinney
stated, “It was a shame that we were not
invited to the Division III tournament
playoffs with our final record. It hurt our
players and our conference not to be rec
ognized after the performance they displayed
this year.” Coach McKinney will be trav
eling to Buffalo, New York in an attempt to
further SLIAC’s accomplishments and the
need for acknowledgement. Lee-ball will
be known nationally from this season for
ward.

Women's B-Ball, continued from page 8
capable talents. One example of this talent
was demonstrated by Denise Touchette in
the regular season final game when FC met
DePauw University. Although Depauw
defeated FC 64-55, Touchette racked up 9
rebounds, 3 assists, and 2 steals before
scoring a basket.
Despite the many frustrations, this team
finished with an overall record of 14-14 and
a conference record of 7-5. The Lady
Griffins were second seed for the post season
tournament.
In the first round, FC met Principia’s
Panthers (4-17, 3-9) and defeated them
73-70, in spite of Laura Williams’ 29 game
points. Kruse led FC with 20 points and 12
rebounds. The semifinal match pitted the
Lady Griffins against the Highlanders of
MacMurray College, who were handed a
final score of 80-50. Weiss was the leading
scorer with 21 points and Karen Kemp had
12 points and 7 rebounds. FC’s team built
a 43-26 half time lead and coasted into their
third conference tournament final. (FC

finished1 runner-up in 1991 and 1992.)
The Fontbonne women faced a tough
assignment in the championship game when
they met top seeded and three-time tourna
ment champs, Blackbum College. All of
this history combined with sophomore
Panther’s Sara Frankford’s 27 game points,
Blackbum handed a 74-59 defeat to the
Lady Griffins for the season’s final punc
tuation mark.
A new chapter will begin in 1994-95
with a new coach, as Haley resigned her
position with the College midway through
conference play, effective at season’s end.
A search has begun for a new head coach.
SLIAC All-Conference second team
honors went to Kim Weiss and Amy Kruse,
and Karen Kemp who received
All-Conference Honorable Mention recog
nition. Niki Wilson was ranked 20th na
tionally in NCAA Division III for her 83%
free-throw performance. Awards will
bepresented at the April 13 Athletic Banquet.

^dic many sounds of music Burgo meets with world
by Cynthia Burkhead----------------------------------------------------------------------

To hear FC voice instructor Kathy
Brown speak is to hear music; not like
the words that pull those figurative
harp strings of the heart, Kathy’s
voice literally sounds like m usic to the
ears.
It should come as no surprise that a
voice carrying such melody in speech
has a long history of singing behind it
Her musical past began in St. Louis
with the Muny Opera. Kathy then
worked with the Florida Symphony
Orchestra while completing her BA in
Music at Rollins College in Winter
Park, Florida. National exposure came
as a member of the United States Air
Force Band, with which she sang as a
member of the well known group, The
Singing Sergeants. During her experi
ences with the Air Force, Kathy so.loed in three national concert tours,
the “Mike Douglas Show”, and before
visiting members of the British Parlia
ment, which she refers to as, “the most
prestigious experience of my military
career.”
After Kathy and David, her hus
band of 17 years, left the Air Force,
they moved to the Shenandoah Valley, where
Kathy completed her Masters in Music at
James Madison University in Harrisonburg,
Virginia. It was during this time that she
soloed in various performances at the
Kennedy Center. After a two year stay in
Macon, Georgia, Kathy and her husband
returned to St. Louis.
Lately Kathy has been doing what she
loves most; teaching (at Fontbonne and
Belleville Area College) and singing. In
December 1992, Kathy was the alto soloist
in a Tulsa Symphony Orchestra and Uni
versity of Tulsa Chorus performance of
Bach's “Magnificant” and Vivaldi’s
“Gloria” Oratorio. She will return to Tulsa
on April 10 as alto soloist in Mendelssohn’s
“Elijah”, this time performing with the Tulsa
Philharmonic Orchestra andthe Tulsa Ora
torio Chorus.
Locally, Kathy has been working closely
with American Kantorei. This 30 member
select voice ensemble works out of
Concordia Seminary, with members of the
St. Louis Symphony Orchestra. Upcoming
events include a 7 p.m. performance of the
St. John Passion on March 29 at Concordia’s
St. Timothy and Titus Chapel. On April 7
at 7 p.m. the group will present the Easter
Oratorio at the same location. These perfor
mances conclude a five concert series, with
Kathy serving as alto section leader and alto
soloist. According to Kathy, there are other
exciting possibilities in her future, but she’s
quiet about specifics for now. Except one
event that will be held her at the College on
September 10. Kathy will be holding a
recital, with appearances by local talent,
including Leonid Gotman, who plays viola
with the St. Louis Symphony Orchestra.
Believing “there is a reason for every
thing”, Kathy attributes her recent success
and prospects to something that once wor
ried her; an attitude of exclusivity among
St. Louis performance venues. According
to Kathy, St. Louis looks outside of the city
for talent instead of turning to what is close.
Because of this, she states, “I had the leisure

philosophers in Rome
by Tracey Bruce ---------------------------------------- - -------------------------- ----------

to rework my technique from relaxed to
solid.” This Kathy did with the assistance
of Stephen Smith, a voice coach located in
Houston who she has worked with for three
years.
There are other interests in Kathy’s life.
On July 1, she will be installed as President
of the Lambert Airport chapter of the Ro
tary Club, an organization Kathy picked
because they do significant good in the
community. For the past two years, she has
worked to plan and organize the Cultural
Arts Festival held at Belleville Area
College’s Granite City campus, a service
for which she received the school’s Out
standing Achievement Award last Decem
ber.
And about that musical voice. In case
you haven’t heard it and have doubts, tune
in to KFUO-FM on weekends, where Kathy
works part-time as a radio announcer. She
called one day a couple of years ago to make
a request, and they hired her over the phone.
The person at the other end of the line heard
the music too.

While most of us were spending our holidays eating too much, sleeping too much, and
simply relaxing, it is not surprising to learn that Dr. Donald Burgo was doing none of those
things. Over the holiday break Dr. Burgo, Chairperson of the Department ofReligious and
Philosophical Studies traveled to Rome to audit an International Conference on the
Philosophy of Revelation. According to Burgo, some of the most well known philosophers
and theologians in the world convened there, and he was asked by David Tracy of the
University of Chicago to attend the conference.
The conference was just one of the events that fdled his trip; for while he was in Rome
all of Italy was celebrating the Feast of the Epiphany. This feast day is a national holiday
and takes precedence over Christmas. Observed on January 6, it celebrates the journey of
the Magi to worship the Christ child. The day is one of worship, gift giving, and other
festivities. The building where Dr. Burgo was staying during the celebration overlooks the
Piazza Navona. Here, on the eve of the epiphany, merchants sell creche figures and toys
to great crowds of people. “It’s like a small Toys R Us outside, “ said Burgo. The crowd
is entertained by fireworks, and the shopping continues late into the night.
Il was on
eve
the Epiphany mat Burgo joined several thousand people in the
Modem Audience Hall at the Vatican for an audience with the Pope. “The Pope usually
addresses the people, then speaks for a few minutes in eight or ten different languages. He
spoke of family issues. It is a favorite topic of the Pope’s.” Afterwards, when many of the
people had gone, Burgo had the opportunity to see the Pope at close range. “He does not
look well, says Burgo. “His voice is strong, but he does not look well
On the feast day, Burgo attended the Pontifical High Mass. Thirteen bishops were
ordained and a Sistine choir sang. Although the mass was three hours long, Burgo insisted
that it was not boring. “After all, you're in the Vatican,” he said. Obviously, the beauty and
history of the building is enough to keep one occupied.
Dr. Burgo has had the opportunity to see John Paul II on several occasions. He has also
seen Paul VI. However, it is still a special event to him. “For many pilgrims it is a deeply
moving experience. Some of that awe has worn off for me, but one can’t help but be struck
by what the Hindus call “darshan” or presence. It is the grace—the blessings one receives
when in the presence of a particularly powerful or holy person. One is impressed by Pope
John Paul II as a man and his role in history. He is surely one of the most influential of the
papacy in centuries.”
Burgo spent about a week in Rome and also traveled to Amsterdam, Florence and Paris.
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8130 Big Bend Blvd.
Webster Groves, Mo. 63119
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Music Greats find Playwright's Festival gets an A
by Gene Pellegrino ------------------new release
by Mike Glader

The “greats” are being re
leased once again! Yes, those of
vou who, like me, were noteven
bom when Jimi Hendrix or Janis
Joplin died, (or those of you
who were) can now purchase
their new material, as well as a
new album by blues legend B.B.
King. Comprised entirely of
classic blues songs, B.B. King’s
Blues Summit contains duets
with some the greatest blues artists alive today. The album starts
off with “Playin’ With My
Friends,” a duet with Robert Cray. The
third track, “I Pity the Fool,” is a duet with
Buddy Guy and is one of the best tracks on
the album. The next track is easily the
strongest and was written by one of the most
influential blues musicians of all time, Wil
lie Dixon. The song is “You Shook Me,”
and is a duet with blues legend John Lee
Hooker. The other artists who make ap
pearances are, Katie Webster, Koko Taylor,
Etta James, Lowell Fulson, Albert CoUins,
Ruth Brown, Irma Thomas, and Joe Louis
Walker.
Buddy Guy also makes an appearance on
Stone Free: A Tribute to Jimi Hendrix,
doing Hendrix ’ s blues classic “Red House.”
Hendrix himself was a huge fan of Guy, so
it isonly fitting that “Red House” is covered
by him. Take heart: this is not an album of
“B-side,” untalented bands tossing off
covers; this is an album of great songs,
period. Few of the artists deviate from the
original versions, but those who do deviate
doit with style. The Cure does an interesting
rendition of “Purple Haze” with no guitar;
the emphasis lies on Robert Smith’s vocals.
Nigel Kennedy pulls off an extremely im
pressive instrumental version of “Fire,”
complete with violins and cellos. Of course,
there are your traditional renditions of
Hendrix’s work, such as Eric Clapton doing
“Stone Free” or the Spin Doctors doing
“Spanish Castle Magic.” The real story,
though, comes from two unlikely sources.
Body Count. Ice-T’s speed-metal band,
(notorious for the song “Cop-Killer,”) pulls
off a searing version of“Hey Joe,” Hendrix’s
signature song. Body Count proves that
they actually can play with this track, and
lce-T shows that he can do something be
sides rap or yell. The other surprise came
from Guns N’ Roses guitarist Slash. He
teams up with Paul Rodgers and former
Hendrix bandmates, the Band Of Gypsys,
on the song “1 Don’t Live Today.” Slash
shows that he truly is the versatile guitar
player he claims to be. Other tracks worth
mentioning are Belly doing “Are You Ex
perienced?,” Living Colour’s take on
“Crosstown Traffic,’ Seal and Jeff Beck
with “Manic Depression,” and M.A.C.C.
(Temple of the Dog minus Eddie Vedder)
with “Hey Baby” (Land of the New Rising
Sun). If the original classics are what you
are looking for, you might want to pick up
The Ultimate Experience, which contains
twenty of Hendrix’s greatest songs includ
ing “Purple Haze,” “Foxy Lady,” “All Along
the Watchtower,” and “The Star-Spangled
Banner.” These songs have been remastered
for better sound quality than you find on the
originals. However, if you have all these
songs already, you might not want to spend
the money, as the quality is only noticeable
if you listen to the original and remastered
versions back-to-back.
What is worth the money, however, is
the Janis Joplin boxed set, titled simply
Janis. The first half of the set contains
classic songs from her days with Big Brother
and the Holding Company. They’re all
here, including Y‘Piece of My Heart” and
“Ball and Chain. ” The second half of the set
showcases her two solo albums, I Got Dem
Ol’ Kozmic Blues Again, Mama! and
Pearl. Especially of note are “Me and
Bobby McGee”and “Mercedes Benz.” This
set also features sixteen previously
unreleased tracks, although six of them are

live recordings — so the record company
can call them new. This set is not only a
comprehensive retrospective of Joplin’s
career, it is also a great introduction for
those not familiar with her music.
-There are several new releases to be on
the lookout for in the upcoming months. Of
these, The new Nine Inch Nails album The
Downward Spiral and Soundgarden’s
Superunknown will be out by the time you
read this. From the songs I’ve heard, both
promise to be their strongest efforts to date.
Also look out for the debut album from
Deconstruction, which features former
members of Jane’s Addiction. Panterawill
also have a new album out with Far Be
yond Driven, which may just be the heavi
est album of the year.
-If the rest of the In the Name of the
Father Soundtrack is as good as the new
Sinead O’Conner track “You Made Me the
Thief of Your Heart,” it will be one of the
best albums of the year.
-Check out the CD-single for Course of
Empire’s “Infected.” I picked it up for three
bucks and was pleasantly surprised by this
industrial outfit. The single includes a
merging of the song “Infested” with Benny
Goodman’s “Sing, Sing, Sing.”

The magic of words coming to life on
stage is a thrill for the author and an expe
rience for the audience. Fontbonne’s
Playwrights’ Festival satisfied everyone
who hadan opportunity to see the five plays
presented on the last two weekends in
February.
Directors, cast and crews are to be con
gratulated for an excellent job of bringing
the words of the playwrights to a colorful
and sometimes painful reality. Many
Fontbonne students took many different
roles in these productions, from playing a
lead in one play and moving sets in another.
The festival was a learning experience for
not only the students, but also the audience,
who had the chance to speak to the authors,
directors, cast and crew members after the
shows.
Julia Stein’s November Song gave us a
chance to relive the pain of loss that many
felt at the loss of loved ones in the Vietnam
War, as seen through the eyes of two sisters.
Bent Arrow, by Michele Torigian, de
lightfully brings Cupid and Venus into our
century and presents us with the admonition
that it’s better to work together than against
each other, while wrapping it all up in a very
pink and pleasant package.
Brian Eagean’s Basement Games, gives
a view of the pain and confusion of teenag
ers trying to be cool. Basement Games is a

sober and, at times, almost ugly account of
high school angst. (I mean ugly in the best
sense of the word.)
Mark O’Brian had two plays in the Fes
tival. The Vacant Space - entered in the
Kennedy Center American College Theater
Festival - is about love, loss, and how two
strangers thrown together by accident learn
to let go.
O’Brian’s second play, Ritual, presents
a series of events that take place in the
drama of life, where honesty is often too
painful to cope with unless a mask is worn
and - when removed - the reality is not easy
to live with nor acceptable.
The two evenings that I spent at the
Festival were, for me, once again a learning
experience and an entertainment. It was
also a chance to see history being made,
magic
taking
place, and who
knows...someday I may be able to say I
knew them when.
I do have one complaint, though: smoking
was important to several scripts, and the
actors who smoked should learn how to
make it look realistic, because their awk
wardness was a cause for snickers and de
tracted from those scenes.
Plan now to attend the theater
department's spring production. Brilliant
Traces. This warm, romantic comedy by
Cindy Low Johnson is sure to make you
laugh. Performance dates are April 14-16,
and 21-23, beginning at 8 p.m.

Fo Bo Co Radio hits airwaves

by Jennifer Correnti ------------------

Usually, audience members do not rely
on the sense of sight for a radio program, but
ifyouhadclosedyour eyes to the Fontbonne
radio hour on March 5 you missed half the
fun.
From the very beginning of the radio
program the atmosphere in the theatre was
anarchic. People were running around
aimlessly, shouting “two minutes to air, two
minutes to air,” musicians tuning their in
struments, and in the middle of the stage sat
a yellow plastic baby pool. Who would
have guessed what lay ahead.
Members of the sponsoring Department
of Literature and Language lounged around
while the Jazz/Pop/Show Ensemble ran
through the opening jingle “Radio Days
Are Here,” and after several vintage com
mercials came show number one. Set in Ma
Bess’ Waterfront Cafe, “The Past Is Present”
by David T. Golden and directed by Valerie
Schremp, featured the rescue of a rich boy
whodidn’t need rescuing. Sound effects by
Ed Reggi and others ranged from tooting on
bottles (fog horns) to Randall Dillingham’s
eye-catching feat of splashing in the kiddy
pool in his swimming suit Dillingham
reproduced the sounds of the “waterfront”
from bodies plopping into the water to dish
washing. Audience members considered
themselves lucky not to leave the show
drenched.
For the public service segment of the
evening, there was “How To Train Your
Dog,” starring Drew DeCaro and Nikki
Bess, which began with the intent of “mind
over mutt” but resolved into a “succumb to
your dog’s every wish ” saga. DeCaro’s
dog imitations were so true-to-life, one
would have mistaken him for a Chihuahua
if his substantial human configuration had
not been standing on stage.
The evening’s main offering was “The
Shadow: The Poison Death,” directed by
Nikki Bess. The highlight of this piece was
the remarkable transformation of the cast
members into a collection of laboratory
chimpanzees.
These three scenes were not the only
value to the show. The commercial breaks
performed by the Jazz/Pop/Show Ensemble
kept the mood upbeat and displayed great
musical talent Finally, the two musical
interludes filled the theatre with the excep
tional singing voice of Sheila Stephens as
she belted out “Blue Moon” and whispered
“Good Morning Heartache.”
The entire radio theater program was an
unexpected and unpredictable experience
that seemed to turn chaos into an enjoyable
and humor-filled evening.

Joan Crawford shoulders and
Rosalind Russell hats
by Gene Pelligrino ------------------------------------------------------------------------That’s right! White shirts with long sleeves, skinny neckties, shoulder pads and hats
with flair filled the auditorium. The last time I saw that many white shirts, I was on a visit
to Salt Lake City. All these elements gave the Literature and Language Department’s
Annual Radio Show that special touch of the ‘40’s, taking both the cast and the audience
back to the Golden Age of Radio.
In “The Past is Present,” a comedy filled with melodrama, Ma Bess (Wendy Gomall/
Dr. Wasko) slung hash and philosophies of life while Susan (Patricia Chavez/Stacy Key)
and Allen (Bruce Schubert) played an aquatically wonderful love scene complete with
passion and splashing. Clancy (Anne Boyd) gave the audience the atmosphere of the
“Waterfront Cafe” with her Irish brogue, even as the Toughie (Dr. Sommer) added more
intrigue to the mystery of young Allen’s past The scuffle between the Toughie and Allen
left me breathless. The sound effects, performed by Ed Reggi, not only provided Nidges
between scenes, but also gave authenticity to the setting with turbulent water from a baby
pool lonely foghorns from empty Coke bottles. Strange as it all may seem, the director,
Valerie Schremp, and the cast must be commended for staying true to the script and that
period of history.
"How to Train Your Dog" was an added bonus for the evening. The matron (Nikki
Bess), whose voice reeked with diamonds and old money, tried valiantly to get her dog
(Drew DeCaro) to go to the cellar - but, with the power of one who knows he’s in charge,
the dog was a real son of a pup. He wheedled and whined his way into his mistress’ heart
and, in the end, it was score 10 for the dog and 0 for the matron.
Orson Welles, who once played The Shadow, would have been proud of the quality of
“The Poison Death,” directed by Nikki Bess - from the first “Whoknows...” ’til the final
scene, as the audience sat riveted to their seats. Lamont Cranston (Drew DeCaro), a.k.a.
The Shadow, and his faithful sidekick Margo Lane (Valerie Schremp/ Michelle Torigian)
fought for the good name of The Shadow against the evil Dr. Gerber (Randall Dillingham/
Jim Ebert) who was poisoning the city. Many other cast members contributed to the drama,
and filled out the chorus of chimpanzees in the laboratory scene. The sound effects were
great as well, from the sizzle of the acid to the closing of doors. In the end, of course, The
Shadow was vindicated, and all’s right with the world.
When you realized all this had taken place in a small space in front of a few microphones,
yu could see that the actors’ voices, sound effects, and tight direction made all this a reality
of the mind. When you counted the number of roles played by these actors, you could see
how the magic of radio entranced so many. The “Golden Age of Radio” was admirably
reproduced by a cast that, for the most part, were bom long after that era had passed.
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Amy Kruse
Athlete of the Issue
Basketball Season is over for the Griffs, but it was
a great season for both the men’s and women’s teams,
who made it to the finals of the SLIAC tournaments.
Unfortunately, though, neither of the teams received a
bid to the Division III tournament, so Fontbonne will
have to wait till next year for post-season action.
Now, however, it is time to give thanks to the
seniors who gave their hearts and effort to the Fontbonne
men’s team over the years. Brian Lind, JeffRonshausen,
and Stacey Ross wore the Griffin men’s uniform for
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the last time in the finals of the SLIAC tournament. On
February 26, the men captured their first tournament victory over Blackbum College. For
^onshausen, it was a fitting ending for the four years they gave to Coach
Me Kinney. Although both saw their playing time diminish over the course of the season_
Ronsluiuscn because of a broken hand and Lind because of reasons that nobody is really
sure of—they remained upbeat team leaders. Their presence on the court and in the locker
room will be missed terribly next year as the Griffins again shoot fora bearth in the Division
III tournament. Ross was a different story for the Griffs. He transferred to FC at the
beginning of the year with only one year of eligibility remaining and stepped into the
starting point guard position. He turned out to be probably the best player to ever wear the
purple and gold. At the end of the season, he was second in the nation in assists led FC in
scoring, and was the main reason for the turnaround that the Griffs experienced. Ross will
be missed by the Gnffs. Good luck and thanks to you three.
FONTBITS:
Even though the men had a dazzling 23-5 record and won 16 of their last 17 games they
were snubbed by the tournament selection committee. I think that to avoid this same
scenario in the future, Fontbonne Coach and Athletic Director, Lee McKinney must put
together a stronger schedule. The SLIAC is not a strong conference, so in order to get the
attention of the committee, FC must play a tough out-of-conference schedule One
suggestion is to set up an annual home and away senes with Washington U. They lie across
the street so there would be no travel costs, and Wash U is a respected Division III team
that would make the Gntts look more credible. Another idea would be to approach some
teams from Wash U s conference to play at FC while they are on a trip to play Wash U New
Y°« Um versity or Brandeis College would look good on the Griffins’ schedule. Just being
the SLI AC champion is not enough to get Fontbonne noticed, so Fontbonne needs to grab
people s attention with a strong non-conference schedule.
Congrats to Senior Jason Shicker, who was selected to play for the St. Louis Knights
soccer team. The Knights are an outdoor team that will play in the newly formed Amateur/
Professional league with teams spread throughout the United States. Make FC proud
Jason.
r
And finally, best wishes go out to the new Fontbonne Women’s Softball team as they
prepare for their first season as a varsity sport at FC. Last year, the softball team was a club
team, but was unable to play a single game because of the weather. They should be
interesting to watch, so get out and support the team.

Griffin Men earn best ever
basketball record
“Turn out the lights, the party’s over.”
But when they were on, did they ever shine!
Head coach, Lee McKinney, said this sea
son was like climbing a mountain. He told
his players. “Concentrate on climbing to the
top and keep that unstoppable attitude.”
They did indeed follow their coach’s goal.
The Griffins finished the regular season
with their best ever record of 20-5 with a St.
Louis Intercollegiate record of 13-1. The
only loss in conference play came from
Westminster in Fulton, Missouri. The
Griffins have never won a game in
Westminster Gym. There was remarkable
talent displayed the entire season from the
starters: senior Stacey Ross, junior Mark
Kronk, sophomores Rod Tucker and Jeff

Branson, freshman Jason Malott, and junior
transfer Roy Woods, along with constant
bench support from juniors Jason Daube
and Kevin Walsh, seniors Brian Lind and
Jeff Ronshausen, sophomore Kailei Hood,
and freshman Kris Lovette. Freshman
Jeremy Rogles, Joe and Ernie Samson came
through when called upon and played well
for the junior varsity team.
A very exciting moment that led the
Griffins into tournament play was Malott’s
3-pointer at the buzzer during the Parent’s
Night game against Blackbum College to
earn an 88-87 victory. During that game,
Ross scored 19 points in the first half total-

continued on page 5

Griffin Women finish second
in St. Louis Conference
Senior center Amy Kruse and sopho
more forward Kim Weiss, along with their
seven returning teammates, led first-time
coach Linda Haley and four new players to
a second place finish in the St. Louis
Intercollegiate Athletic Conference, as well
as placing second in the Conference Tour
nament.
Kruse’s season average of 13 points and
8 rebounds per game, matched with Weiss’
league-leading 53% field goal average
sparked their teammates throughout an in
tense season to the post game tournament.
Junior transfer Niki Wilson’s season aver
age of 3 assists and 2 steals per game, plus
her league leading 81% high free-throw
performance was backed by sophomore
Marilyn Kemp who was third in the league
with 3-pointers and 70% from the line.
Junior Lori Johnston was a constant power

on the court throughout the season and had
a 73% average from the free-thiow line.
One of the disappointments for the Lady
Griffins this season was the noticeable lack
of floor time given to senior Karen Kemp,
previously a three-year starter. While
benched most of the first semester because
of academic conflicts during practice, she
came on strong during conference play and
had a season high score of 27 points at home
against Westminster. Juniors JoEllen
Taylor, Kim LePage, and transfer Lesley
Darnell were productive when given the
opportunity to advance from the bench to
the hardwood. Sophomores Denise
Touchette, Kristine Meyer and freshmen
Lynn Mueller and Becky Lind never re
ceived much of a chance to display their
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by Jeff Petruso
Senior Amy Kruse, is the Fontbanner
Athlete of the issue. Amy, who also plays
soccer and softball for the Griffins, helped
the women’s basketball team to a pro
ductive season and a second place finish
in the St. Louis Intercollegiate Athletic
Conference.
Amy started playing basketball in the
fifth grade. She continued her career at
_
„ _
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Central Community High School in
Breese. IL. This year at Fontbonne, Amy has earned second team All-Conference honors
and is well known around the SLIAC for her incredible rebounding ability “I wanted to
be first m the conference in rebounding,” said Amy, “it was kind of a personal disappoint
ment that I wasn t. In 28 games, Amy pulled down a respectable 231 rebounds, averaging
8.3 per game; hardly disappointing. Other individual highlights were her 27 point
performance against Principia and shooting 70% on the season, from the free throw line
But when asked about a moment that stood out, it was a team effort that came to her mind
Beating Blackburn on Parent’s Night was a great win,” she said with a smile on her face
As good as Amy is on the court, she’s even better in the classroom. She is part of the
Academic All-Conference Team, which consists of SLIAC athletes with a cumulative
GPA of 3.80, or higher. The early childhood education major, has demonstrated on the
field, court, diamond and most importantly in the classroom, just what it takes to be at the
top. Amy is truly an exceptional student athlete.

Soccer Griffins turn heads at
indoor tournament
by Jeff Petruso

to Jim Cole on the right side for an easy tap
The rebuilding Griffins were alast minute
in. The goal came with only ;20 seconds
entry for the Eastern Illinois Tournament,
remaining, and insured the victory.
held at Dellwood Indoor Soccer Arena on
The second game, against Florissant
February 18,19,20. The Griffs, who lost in
Valley, was the first of two on Saturday for
the 1992 semi-final to Lindenwood, did not
the team. It was a game that would come
compete in ’93 because of communication
back to haunt the Gnffs later that night. The
mishaps between Coach Ted Powers, and
men lost the game 2-1; but worse than that,
former coach Scott Westbrook. Now that
Wolff suffered a broken knuckle in his right
Powers has a season under his belt, he felt it
hand during the match. “Ididn’treallyhave
was vital to return to the well renowned
trouble making saves after the injury/Doug
inter-collegiate tournament.
said, “but I couldn’t throw the ball out/’
“This should help us for next year,” said
Wolff, was not able to play goal in the
Powers. “It’s good experience for these
second game. Jim Tries, who usually plays
young guys.” Looking for experience, the
forward, stepped up to fill in for the ailling
men came out gaining respect!
goal tender.
The first game was against NAIA (Na
Tries suprised even some of his own
tional Association of Inter-collegiate Ath
teamates with a number of acrobatic saves
letics) powerhouse, Rockhurst. The 10:00
against Drury, while only allowing two
p.m. game took center stage on Friday night.
tallies. Cole scored twice for the Griff’s,
A large number of Fontbonne supporters
one of which came on a short handed goal,
made their presence felt, along with several
to keep things even. However, with only
Rockhurst rivals who suddenly became
:05 seconds remaining all hell broke loose.
Griffin fans. The men took advantage of the
Drury, desprately trying to score a win
enthusiasm in the stands, and jumped out to
ning goal, charged at Tries who had made a
a 2-0 lead on goals by Jim Tries and Jarod
save. One of several Fontbonne enforcers,
White.
Mike Rosh, stepped in to protect the fill-in
After a scoreless second period, Zach
keeper. As a scuffle broke out in the Font
Feild capitalized on a rebound to give the
bonne goal mouth, two Drury players
Griffin’s 3-0 lead in the third quarter. A
jumped over the boards to join the festivi
three goal lead looked promising headed
ties. A referee saw their actions and ter
into the fourth. However, Coach Powers,
minated the game 2-0 in favor of the good
who graduated from Rockhurst, knew that
guys.
his former coach Tony Tocco would not
Though the men won the game on forfeit,
give up that easy. Tocco pulled the goalie
it wasn’t enough to advance to the semi’s.
up for an added attacker, which resulted in
Florissant Valley, also sporting two wins
two goals for Powers alma mater.
and a loss, advanced on the head to head tie
Time began to run down, and with a 3-2
brewer. “It’s a shame we didn’t at least tie
lead, Fontbonne fell into a defensive shell.
Flo,” said co-captain Brian Orlando. “As a
Rockhurst unleashed shot after shot only to
team we were really playing well; who
be denied by goal keeper, Doug Wolff.
knows what would have happened if we
Under a minute remained, when Jen Petruso
advanced?”
cut off a pass and carried the ball down the
One thing that did happen was that this
leftwing. As Rockhurst’s goalie came out
team and their fans prooved that the soccer
to cut down the angle, Petruso slotted a pass
tradition at Fontbonne is still alive.

In the February issue of the

Fontbanner, Stacey Ross' photo
was unavoidably absent as the
Athlete of the Issue. Stacey's
achievements in basketball are
outstanding. The picture at left will
help you identify him so that next
time you see him, you can give
him the congratulations he
deserves.

